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ABSTRACT

Satellite meteorology is a relatively new branch of the atmospheric sciences. The field emerged in the late

1950s during the Cold War and built on the advances in rocketry after World War II. In less than 70 years,

satellite observations have transformed the way scientists observe and study Earth. This paper discusses some

of the key advances in our understanding of the energy and water cycles, weather forecasting, and atmo-

spheric composition enabled by satellite observations. While progress truly has been an international

achievement, in accord with a monograph observing the centennial of the American Meteorological Society,

as well as limited space, the emphasis of this chapter is on the U.S. satellite effort.

1. Introduction

Satellite observations have fundamentally transformed

how we observe and understand the Earth. From the

earliest days of the satellite era, observations have been

used to make quantitative measurements of Earth’s at-

mosphere. The modern satellite atmospheric data record

includes temperature andmoisture soundings, wind fields,

trace gas concentrations, cloud and aerosol properties,

precipitation patterns, and radiative budgets. This chapter

highlights some of the key advancements over the last six

decades of atmospheric satellite observations, along with

selected examples to demonstrate the importance of

space-based assets to our current understanding of the

atmosphere. While progress truly has been an interna-

tional achievement, in accord with a monograph observ-

ing the centennial of the American Meteorological

Society, as well as limited space, our emphasis is on the

U.S. satellite effort.

The notion of viewing the Earth from high above was

conceived well before the birth of the American Meteo-

rological Society. The first patent for a camera boosted

by a rocket came in 1891 by Ludwig Rohrmann; his con-

ceptwas for a picture to be takenwhile the payload floated

back to Earth. Alfred Nobel patented a refined version in

1896 for ‘‘an improved mode of obtaining photographic

maps.’’ Just over a quarter century later in The Problem

of Space Travel: The Rocket Motor, published in 1928,

Herman Poto�cnik defined the geostationary orbit for use

as a communications platform. In 1945, Arthur C. Clarke

popularized the orbit in his article ‘‘Extra-terrestrial re-

lays: Can rocket stations give worldwide radio coverage?’’

(Clarke 1945). After WorldWar II, rockets lifted cameras

high in the atmosphere to photograph weather systems

and demonstrate the potential for weather observations

by Earth-orbiting satellites (Wexler 1954).

Inspired by photographs taken during rocket flights,

including one that revealed an unknown tropical storm

in the Gulf of Mexico, Dr. Harry Wexler commissioned

an artist (name unknown) to paint a simulated image of

Earth from a satellite 4000 miles above Amarillo, Texas,
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at noon on 21 June 1954 (Fig. 4-1). Wexler, the director

of meteorological research for the U.S.Weather Bureau

(the predecessor to the National Weather Service),

was a strong proponent of the possibilities satellites held

for weather forecasting and atmospheric research. He

hoped the artwork would help inspire others to consider

the value of a future weather satellite program.

The beginning of the weather satellite era coincided

with the space race in the 1950s. The 1957/58 In-

ternational Geophysical Year (IGY) gathered the global

community (68 nations) in a study of our planet. As a

contribution to the IGY, the Soviet Union launched the

world’s first satellite, Sputnik, in October 1957, followed

by the United States’s first satellite, Explorer 1, launched

in January 1958. In 1959, Explorer 7 monitored Earth’s

heat budget, the first successful remote sensing of Earth

from space. These missions transformed how future sci-

entists would study Earth. Since that time there have

been vast improvements in instrumentation, data tech-

nologies, satellite buses, and observational strategies.

Observational strategies begin with defining an ap-

propriate satellite orbit. Specific scientific objectives can

be addressed by a variety of satellite orbits. Satellites in a

low-Earth orbit (LEO), nominally altitudes between

300 and 1500 km, provide several advantages for remote

sensing instruments, including allowing for high-spatial-

resolution observations and unique control over tempo-

ral and spatial sampling. The orbital inclination describes

the angle between the orbital plane and the equator. A

polar-orbiting satellite provides global or near-global

sampling and has an inclination angle near 6908; a sub-

class is the sun-synchronous orbit, where the inclination is

chosen so that the orbital plane precesses at the same rate

as Earth’s revolution about the sun. The sun-synchronous

orbit enables a fixed equatorial local solar time satellite

ground track. As an example, the latest series of U.S.

operational polar satellites [Joint Polar Satellite System

(JPSS)] fly at a nominal altitude, inclination, orbital pe-

riod, and daytime mean equatorial crossing of 824 km,

98.88, 101 min, and 1330 local time, respectively. For

LEOs in particular, regular adjustments to the orbit are

required to compensate for perturbations due to atmo-

spheric drag. Geostationary (GEO) satellites fly at an

altitude of approximately 35800 km above the equator

and have an orbital period that matches Earth’s rotation

so the satellite appears approximately fixed over the

equator at a selected longitude. Another orbit type is the

highly elliptical orbit (HEO) with a low-altitude perigee

(often under 1000 km) and a high-altitude apogee (often

over 35000 km). An example is the Molniya orbit used

by Soviet/Russian satellites starting in the 1960s to pro-

vide favorable coverage of polar regions not accessible

to GEO views. While HEOs have not yet been used

for Earth science observations, the utility of such orbits

continues to be discussed in the literature (Kidder and

Vonder Haar 1990; Trishchenko et al. 2016). Finally,

there is a unique perspective provided by a satellite located

at the first Lagrange point (L1), about 1.6 million km

from Earth toward the sun. From this relatively stable

orbit, Earth-viewing instruments can continually observe

the daylit hemisphere of the planet. An example is the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA)–National Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration (NASA) Deep Space Climate Observatory

(DSCOVR) satellite that was launched in 2015. While

L1 missions have primarily been used for heliophysics

and space weather observations, DSCOVRwas the first

platform to include instrumentation for Earth imaging

[Earth Polychromatic Imaging Camera (EPIC)] and

broadband radiation measurements [National Institute

of Standards and Technology Advanced Radiometer

(NISTAR)]. Having a novel backscattering solar-view

geometry, the potential of this orbit for trace gas, cloud,

and aerosol observations is being investigated (Marshak

et al. 2018). The optimum orbit of the satellite is partly

driven by the research program objectives.

Two research programs of special note in the devel-

opment of U.S. environmental satellite capabilities in-

clude Nimbus and the Earth Observing System (EOS).

Both programs flew several satellite missions in polar

orbits. Nimbus, a seven-satellite program with launches

FIG. 4-1. Dr. Harry Wexler, director of meteorological research,

U.S. Weather Bureau, commissioned a painting in 1954 to dem-

onstrate the bird’s eye view of storms that satellites could provide

(image source: https://www.nesdis.noaa.gov/sites/default/files/

Wexler%20Drawing.JPG).
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from 1964 to 1978 (NASA 2014; Ward 2015), played a

crucial role in the pathway to sensor development

for NASA, NOAA, and the U.S. Geological Survey

(USGS) and is discussed further in section 4. EOS had

its start in the 1980s, in part, with the recognition of the

need for a more integrated, interdisciplinary observa-

tion program to better advance Earth system processes

and climate science. While considerable programmatic

changes occurred over the years, a total of 10 different

missions were eventually flown, including the flagship

Terra (1999), Aqua (2002), and Aura (2004) satellites.

Various EOS sensors are mentioned throughout this

chapter. A comprehensive history of EOS can be found

in King and Platnick (2018) and 12 collated articles from

theEOSProject ScienceOfficeEarthObserver newsletter

(https://eospso.nasa.gov/earthobserver/new-perspectives-

eos). Of course, other programs and individual missions

have made important contributions to understanding

Earth’s weather and climate. A view of the history of

satellite meteorology could proceed along many paths

(e.g., Purdom and Menzel 1996; Smith et al. 1986),

including a chronological discussion of satellite mis-

sions. The approach taken here is to explore the con-

tributions satellite measurements made to scientific

advances in weather and climate sciences.

While the satellite-based scientific advances made over

the last several decades are ultimately connected, we have

divided this chapter into four broad scientific areas: the

radiative energy budget, the hydrological cycle, weather

systems and prediction, and atmospheric composition.

Observations from satellite missions are required to ad-

vance our understanding in these broad areas.

a. Radiative energy budget

There is no more fundamental measure of Earth’s cli-

mate than the top-of-the-atmosphere (TOA) energy

budget. The TOA1 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) in-

cludes the input of solar energy into the Earth system and

the loss of energy to space through reflection of solar ra-

diation and the emission of thermal radiation. Geographic

variations in the flow of energy between the sun, the at-

mosphere, and the surface establish mean atmospheric

and oceanic temperature patterns that drive global wind

patterns and ocean currents, and dictate the amount of

water cycling through evaporation and precipitation pro-

cesses. As nearly all other aspects of our climate follow

from these fundamental quantities, quantifying Earth’s

energy balance is central to understanding the climate

system and predicting the effects of global climate change.

Since the first weather satellites were launched, they have

played a critical role in shaping our knowledge of the

global energy budget.

b. Hydrological cycle

The hydrological cycle describes the circulation of

water throughout the Earth system. A major source

of atmospheric water vapor is evaporation from the

oceans; evapotranspiration from the ground surface and

plants is also a key component. Water vapor comprises

only 1%–4% (by volume) of the atmosphere, yet it

plays a critical role in weather and in Earth’s energy

balance. Water vapor absorbs and radiates electromag-

netic radiation in a broad range of spectral bands that

provide the basis for remote sensing of tropospheric and

stratospheric water in all its phases. Clouds are critical

not only in cycling water through the atmosphere and

transporting it throughout the globe, but also in modu-

lating the radiative energy budget of the planet through

interactions with solar and infrared (IR) radiation. As a

key source of freshwater, precipitation and knowing

when, where, and howmuch it rains or snows around the

world is important for science and society. Precipitation

also represents an important energy (latent heat) and

hydrologic exchange between Earth’s atmosphere and

its surface. Viewing from above, satellites quantify

andmonitor global distributions of clouds, precipitation,

and atmospheric water vapor (Peters-Lidard et al. 2019).

c. Weather monitoring and prediction

Satellite observations provide a routine global assess-

ment of the atmosphere that is critical to weather fore-

casting. Theirmeasurements of Earth have revolutionized

synoptic meteorology by tracking weather systems and

providing information of atmospheric dynamics at spatial

and temporal scales impossible from other platforms.

Satellite observations are also critical for model initiation

and data assimilation in order to resolve the dynamics of

weather systems leading to improved forecasts. Today’s

system of satellites routinely monitors weather patterns

across the globe and is an essential component in daily

weather briefings and public weather awareness.

d. Atmospheric composition

Aerosols and trace gases influence Earth’s weather,

air quality, and climate in many ways. The direct cooling

effect of aerosols on climate is conceptually well un-

derstood, yet the global distribution of aerosol optical

parameters needs to be better constrained for climate

model assessment. Aerosols in the form of cloud con-

densation nuclei (CCN) and ice nuclei (IN) can also

indirectly affect climate by modifying cloud optical

properties and thereby influence a range of cloud

1 In radiation budget studies, the TOA is considered 20 km;

above that altitude the optical mass of the atmosphere is negligible.
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properties, including radiative properties. Long-term

aerosol datasets are needed to help separate anthropo-

genic aerosol effects from those of natural origin. Special-

ized satellite sensors are capable of retrieving numerous

trace gas species, providing essential information for un-

derstanding the quality of the air we breathe at the surface

to the state of ozone in the stratosphere.

A wide variety of satellites carry a broad range of

instruments that have generated an enormous volume of

data. These sensors observe energy using active or pas-

sive techniques that are calibrated and georeferenced.

In some cases the observed radiances are made into an

image. Weather forecasting and briefings make use of

animated satellite imagery to monitor atmospheric

conditions. Radiances are also directly assimilated in

numerical weather prediction models. For many other

applications, the measured radiances are transformed

into geophysical parameters (e.g., energy flux, temper-

ature profiles, aerosol optical depth) using computer

algorithms. These algorithms are grounded in both

physical and statistical frameworks. Validation of the

algorithm products is achieved through comparison with

some combination of ground network observations (e.g.,

Holben et al. 2001; DeMazière et al. 2018), sondes (e.g.,

Nalli et al. 2018a,b), airborne (e.g., Cox et al. 1987), and

independent satellite methodologies (e.g., Ackerman

et al. 2008). Retrieval uncertainty estimates can also be

calculated explicitly on a scene-dependent basis within

the algorithm itself by using specific covariances for the

known error sources, and reporting the uncertainty as a

dataset along with the retrieval (e.g., Austin et al. 2009;

Poulsen et al. 2012; Platnick et al. 2017).

Observing Earth from satellite platforms has resulted

in rapid advances in the study and understanding of

Earth system science. This understanding has led to

societal benefits such as improved weather forecasting

and air quality monitoring.

2. Radiative energy budget

Space-based observations have revolutionized our

understanding of Earth’s radiative balance by providing

the first truly global estimates of the spatial distribution

of the net solar and outgoing thermal radiation at the

TOA (e.g., Weinstein and Suomi 1961; Raschke and

Bandeen 1970; Harrison et al. 1990). One of the first

Earthbound satellite missions was to observe the ERB.

Launched in 1959 and carrying a flat plate radiometer

developed by Verner Suomi and Robert Parent (House

et al. 1986), Explorer 7 provided the first successful

measurements of the ERB from space. In early space-

craft, moving parts were avoided as much as possible;

Suomi and Parent created a simple design consisting of

two pairs of flat plates that were mounted on opposite

sides of the spinning spacecraft. One pair was painted

black while the other pair was white. The black pair

absorbed sunlight, both directly from the sun and re-

flected from Earth, as well as Earth-emitted radiation.

The white pair reflected most sunlight but absorbed

Earth-emitted radiation. The temperatures of these flat

plates were measured and then thermal balance equa-

tions were used to calculate the amount of sunlight and

Earth-emitted radiation incident on the device. This

experiment provided the first crude measurements of

Earth’s radiation balance and established the important

role played by clouds in the radiative energy budget. In

the years that followed, we learned that Earth was

darker and warmer than ground-based instruments

suggested and that the gradient of absorbed solar energy

between the tropics and the midlatitudes was much

larger than previously thought (Vonder Haar 1994). The

Environmental Science Services Administration’s

ESSA-5 through ESSA-9 spacecraft (launched between

1967 and 1969) carried radiometers similar to those on

Explorer 7.

In 1964 the polar-orbiting Nimbus program was

designed to determine the ERB from simultaneous

measurements of the incoming solar radiation and the

outgoing Earth-reflected and Earth-emitted radiation.

Raschke et al. (1973) used Nimbus-3 observations to es-

timate Earth’s annual global radiation budget, including

planetary albedo, absorbed solar radiation, and infrared

radiation loss to space at global, hemispheric, and zonal

averages. They also presented global maps at a spatial

resolution near synoptic scale. An analysis of data col-

lected by the scanning bolometers aboard the Nimbus-3

satellite in 1969 revealed that Earth’s planetary emitting

temperature was approximately 254 K and it reflected

approximately 29% of the sunlight incident upon it

(VonderHaar and Suomi 1969; Vonder Haar et al. 1972).

The Nimbus-6 and -7 satellites carried an ERB

instrument, which consisted of a wide-field-of-view

(WFOV) instrument that measured the radiation of

Earth from limb to limb, and a scanning narrow-field-of-

view (NFOV) instrument, which measured the radiation

from Earth with higher spatial resolution (on the order

of 10–100 km). With a footprint that is several thousand

kilometers, the WFOV radiometer prohibits discrimi-

nating between clear sky and cloudy scenes. These in-

struments captured Earth’s radiation by scanning at

various viewing zenith angles, and fundamentally

measured radiance, not a flux. Converting the radiance

observation to a flux estimate required an angular

distribution model (ADM).

Stephens et al. (1981) derived the ERB from a com-

posite of 48 months of observations from Nimbus,
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concluding that the annual, global average emitted in-

frared flux is 234 W m22, the planetary albedo is 0.30,

and the net flux is zero within measurement uncertainty.

While the observed variance from year to year is large,

the annual cycle of the observed globally averaged net

flux is of a similar magnitude and phase to the annual

cycle imposed by the influence of sun–Earth distance

variations on solar radiation input into the atmosphere.

A study of the geographical distribution of net flux an-

nual variability reveals that generally more than 95% of

this variability occurs as a result of the semiannual and

annual cycles that may be forced by the regular variation

in solar input throughout the year. The Nimbus mea-

surements showed the influence of continents on the

radiation budget and the zonal variation (Kubota and

Imai 1986), while also confirming that the latitudinal

variations of ERB components are larger than the lon-

gitudinal variations; the longitudinal variation is pri-

marily determined by land–sea distribution.

a. Earth Radiation Budget Experiment

The Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE;

Barkstrom 1984; Barkstrom and Smith 1986) was a

follow-on and improvement to the Nimbus radiation

measurements. ERBE was designed around three

Earth-orbiting satellites: the NASA Earth Radiation

Budget Satellite (ERBS) and two NOAA satellites. The

ERBS was in a 578 inclined orbit while the ERBE

scanners on board NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 were in a

polar orbit; the precessing orbit of ERBS allowed

measurements of the variations in the Earth radiation

components during the day. Each satellite carried scan-

ning (Kopia 1986) and nonscanning (Luther et al. 1986)

radiometers, as well as solar radiometers. ADMs de-

veloped using theNimbus-7NFOV instrument were then

applied to the ERBE NFOV instruments (Suttles et al.

1988, 1989), which were able to measure the radiation

budget of both clear areas and cloudy ones. ERBE ob-

servations became an important reference for general

circulationmodels (GCMs; e.g., Ramanathan et al. 1989).

Comparisons with ERBE demonstrated the need for

improved characterization of cloud radiative properties

in GCMs.

Clouds modulate the TOA, within-atmosphere, and

surface radiation budgets. Clouds increase Earth’s al-

bedo and thus reduce the amount of solar radiation

absorbed by Earth. Clouds decrease the loss of terres-

trial infrared radiation. The ERBE program quantified

the impact of clouds on the Earth radiative energy

budget by inferring the cloud radiative effect (CRE).

Defined as the difference between the measured

reflected solar and/or emitted thermal radiation under

all-sky and cloud-free conditions, CRE depends on

the macrophysical and microphysical properties of the

clouds. An important achievement of the ERBE was

the determination that, globally, the shortwave CRE

exceeds the instantaneous longwave CRE. A negative

(positive) net CRE is often referred to as a cooling

(warming). Other ERBE achievements included

d establishing an accurate, long-term dataset for study-

ing climate (Loeb et al. 2009, 2016a);
d estimating CRE on a regional scale, enabling the

measurement of cloud type, such as oceanic stratocu-

mulus region and intertropical convergence zone

(ITCZ);
d providing a radiation standard for validating and

improving GCMs for climate sensitivity studies (Cess

and Potter 1988; Ramanathan et al. 1989);
d deriving the first accurate diurnal variations of re-

gional radiative parameters over the globe for climate

studies (Harrison et al. 1988);
d measuring the longwave and shortwave radiative

anomalies during the 1987 El Niño (Soden 1997); and
d measuring the shortwave and longwave anomalies due

to the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo. The ERBEmeasured

the increase in reflected sunlight and the decrease in

emitted thermal energy to space, which lead to slight

global cooling (Minnis et al. 1993).

In the decades that followed the ERBE program,

improvements in calibration, increased spatial and

temporal resolution, better modeling of surface and at-

mospheric properties, and the development of space-

based active sensors have led to regular refinement of

Earth’s energy budget. For example, the incident solar

flux density at the TOA, often termed the solar constant,

is now known (Kopp and Lean 2011) to be 1360.8 6

0.5Wm22, owing to very precise measurements from the

Total IrradianceMonitor (TIM) that currently flies on the

Solar Radiation and Climate Experiment (SORCE).

Defining the global energy budget requires a proper

sampling of the ERB diurnal cycle. ERBE addressed

this with three satellites that provide global sampling,

but still have limited temporal sampling for nonpolar

regions. Minnis and Harrison (1984a,b) addressed the

diurnal sampling issue using narrow-broadband conver-

sions applied to geostationary measurements. The Geo-

stationary Earth Radiation Budget (GERB) instrument,

which has flown on the European Meteosat Second

Generation (MSG) geostationary satellites since 2003,

addresses this issue more directly, but covers only part of

the globe (Harries et al. 2005; Schmetz et al. 2002).

b. Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System

During the past 17 years, the Clouds and the Earth’s

Radiant Energy System (CERES) experiment has
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routinely collected global ERB observations. The CERES

calibration is a factor of 2 better than the ERBE scan-

ners, with a field of view that is approximately a fac-

tor of 2 smaller. CERES instruments fly aboard the

Terra,Aqua, Suomi National Polar-Orbiting Partnership

(SNPP), and Joint Polar Satellite System-1 (JPSS-1) sun-

synchronous satellites (Wielicki et al. 1996; Loeb et al.

2018). Each CERES instrument is a three-channel

scanning radiometer that uses precision thermistor bo-

lometer detectors to observe radiation between 0.3 and

200 mm (total channel), 0.3 and 5 mm (shortwave chan-

nel), and 8 and 12 mm (window channel; Wielicki et al.

1996). The spatial resolution of the CERES instruments

is 20 km (field of view at nadir) on Terra and Aqua and

24 km on SNPP and JPSS-1.

Comparisons of CERES measurements from Terra

and Aqua suggest that the CERES record falls within

the stability requirements outlined in Ohring et al.

(2005), which recommends a long-term stability in TOA

flux of 0.3 W m22 decade21 for shortwave (SW) and

0.2 W m22 decade21 for longwave (LW), at the 95%

confidence level (Loeb et al. 2016b).

A unique feature of CERES is that it can be com-

manded from the ground to scan in different modes. In

cross-track mode the scan is perpendicular to the

ground track so that spatial sampling is optimized,

providing global coverage daily. The CERES rotating

azimuth plane (RAP) scan mode relies on the in-

strument’s azimuthal axis drive system; when in RAP

mode, the instrument scans in elevation as it rotates in

azimuth, thereby acquiring radiances over a range of

viewing zenith and relative azimuth angle combina-

tions. The instrument can scan in the along-track

mode to acquire multiangle measurements along

the ground track and can also be placed in a pro-

grammable azimuth plane mode to acquire measure-

ments for intercalibration with other instruments or to

support field experiments.

A central objective of the CERES project is to

continue a long-term global climate data record of

Earth’s radiation budget from the TOA down to the

surface, along with the associated atmospheric and sur-

face properties that influence it. A number of data

sources are needed to accomplish this goal. In addition

to the CERES instruments, there are broadband radi-

ometers measuring the sun’s output; high-resolution

spectral imagers in both sun-synchronous and geo-

stationary orbits; meteorological, aerosol, and ozone

assimilation data; and snow/sea ice maps based on mi-

crowave radiometer data. While the TOA radiation

budget is largely determined directly from accurate

broadband CERES radiometer measurements, the sur-

face radiation budget is derived indirectly through

radiative transfer model calculations initialized using

imager-based cloud and aerosol retrievals and meteo-

rological assimilation data. To accurately capture

changes in ERB from interannual to decadal time scales,

the satellite instruments used to produce these data re-

cords must be radiometrically stable and the input data

stream must be free of artificial discontinuities. Other-

wise, distinguishing real climate system changes from

artifacts in the data record is exceedingly difficult.

The CERES project has produced a unique suite of

data products for studying ERB over a range of time–

space scales. The CERES RAP data and imager-based

retrievals have been used to develop new empirical

ADMs for converting measured radiances to radiative

fluxes (Loeb et al. 2003a, 2005; Su et al. 2015), leading to

instantaneous footprint fluxes that are twice as accurate

as ERBE (Loeb et al. 2003b). The new CERES ADMs

were possible because of the availability of multiple

years of coincident CERES RAP radiance data and

imager retrievals, which provided information about the

atmospheric properties within CERES footprints. The

CERES science team developed cloud retrievals tai-

lored for the ERB applications (Minnis et al. 2008,

2011a; Trepte et al. 2019) from collocated Moderate

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS;

Salomonson et al. 1989) and Visible Infrared Imaging

Radiometer Suite (VIIRS;Wolfe et al. 2013; Xiong et al.

2014) imagers.

To account for changes in the diurnal cycle between

CERES observation times, imager data are supple-

mented with data from geostationary satellites (Doelling

et al. 2013, 2016). At any given time, five geostationary

imagers are measuring radiances over the visible and in-

frared spectrum between 608S and 608N. The CERES

team cross calibrates all of these instruments together to

provide accurate radiative fluxes and cloud properties

averaged over 18 3 18 latitude–longitude regions at hourly

time steps. As a demonstration of the data volume used in

today’s scientific analysis, to date, the CERES team has

processed data from 5 CERES instruments, 2 MODIS,

1 VIIRS, and 16 geostationary imagers, all integrated to

obtain climate accuracy in radiative fluxes from the top to

the bottom of the atmosphere.

The CERES program determines surface radiative

fluxes using a radiative transfer model (Fu and Liou

1993; Fu et al. 1998; Kratz and Rose 1999; Kato et al.

1999, 2005). This model was initialized using cloud

properties retrieved from additional satellite observa-

tions along with other ancillary input data to provide a

long record of satellite-based surface radiative fluxes

(Rutan et al. 2015; Kato et al. 2013, 2018). When com-

pared with surface radiation measurements over 48

ocean buoy and 37 land sites, annual mean CERES
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surface radiative fluxes agree with the surface mea-

surements to 6Wm22 (1s) for downward LW, 3Wm22

for upward LW, 4 W m22 for downward SW, and

3 W m22 for upward SW (Kato et al. 2018).

The CERES data products have been used for a range

of scientific studies. A summary of some of the results

from these studies is listed below:

d CERES has been used to evaluate the impact of

parameterization schemes in climate models (Park

et al. 2014; Gettelman et al. 2015). Examples include

parameterizations of bulk ice cloud properties for

the Met Office Unified Model (Baran et al. 2014),

a unified turbulence and cloud parameterization

scheme for the atmospheric component of the Geo-

physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory Climate Model,

version 3 (AM3; Guo et al. 2014), a third-order

turbulence closure in the multiscale modeling frame-

work (Xu and Cheng 2013a,b), and new radiation

(Herwehe et al. 2014) and cumulus (Lim et al. 2014)

parameterization schemes in the Weather Research

and Forecasting (WRF) Model.
d CERES-derived variations in global mean net TOA

flux variations have been compared with variations

in the rate of change in ocean heat content from

Argo in situ data. The agreement falls within obser-

vational uncertainty (Loeb et al. 2012; Johnson

et al. 2016).
d CERES data have been used to explain why the mean

position of the ITCZ is in the Northern Hemisphere

(Frierson et al. 2013; Marshall et al. 2014; Loeb

et al. 2016a).
d CERES data combined with atmospheric reanalyzes

were used to estimate ocean heat transports through-

out theAtlantic. Results agree well with observational

estimates (Trenberth and Fasullo 2017).
d CERES data have been used to study changes in TOA

radiation budget in response to Arctic sea ice changes.

For every 106 km2 decrease in September sea ice extent,

annual-mean absorbed solar radiation averaged over

758–908N increased by 2.5 W m22, or about 6 W m22,

between 2000 and 2012. Changes in cloudiness appear

to play a negligible role in observed Arctic darkening;

as a result, the possibility of Arctic cloud albedo feed-

backs, whichmitigate futureArctic warming, is reduced

(Hartmann and Ceppi 2014; Pistone et al. 2014).
d CERES data products have enabled new insights into

climate feedback and climate sensitivity (Dessler 2010;

Zhou et al. 2015; Brient and Schneider 2016).

c. Energy budget components

ERB components are fundamental climate parameters

and are demanding measurements in terms of stability

and absolute accuracy. Only continuousmeasurements of

ERB from satellites can provide the required temporal

and spatial resolution over the globe. Remarkably,

however, early estimates of the planetary energy balance

have stood the test of time. The CERES flying on the

Terra and Aqua satellites confirm that Earth’s albedo is

29.4% (60.3%) and that the planet emits at an equivalent

blackbody temperature of 255 K (61 K; Wielicki et al.

1996; L’Ecuyer et al. 2015).

While modern satellites may have not dramatically

altered estimates of the mean global balance at the

TOA, new measurement capabilities have provided far

deeper insights into Earth’s energy balance and the

factors that modulate it (L’Ecuyer 2017). Early satellites

lacked coverage in the polar regions, providing in-

sufficient information to constrain cloud properties. The

geographic distribution of energy imbalances, the radi-

ative heating and cooling within the atmosphere, and the

heat exchanged between the atmosphere and surface

drive weather and climate. Furthermore, ocean heat

content changes over the last decade from the Argo

array reveal that the excess energy trapped by the at-

mosphere as it adjusts to higher concentrations of

greenhouse gases from anthropogenic emissions and

associated climate feedbacks is just 0.75 6 0.3 W m22

(von Schuckmann et al. 2016); this value agrees well with

independent estimates from satellite gravity and altim-

etry measurements (Llovel et al. 2014; Dieng et al.

2015). The early satellite record does not contain suffi-

cient information to resolve the myriad changes in at-

mospheric composition and surface properties that

could exert influences on this order of magnitude.

Attempts to derive regional atmospheric radiative

convergence profiles (e.g., Cox and Griffith 1979;

Ackerman and Cox 1981, 1987) used satellite observa-

tions to define the cloud amount and estimate their

vertical distribution. Those observations were combined

with the vertical and horizontal distributions of tem-

perature, moisture, carbon dioxide, ozone, and aerosols

in radiative transfer calculations to estimate the radia-

tive divergence in the atmosphere. Surface fluxes were

also calculated in this manner.

Quantifying the factors that influence Earth’s energy

balance has been a primary objective of new satellite

observations in the twenty-first century. Modern satel-

lites have furnished new estimates of clouds, aerosols,

ocean surface temperature, snowpack and sea ice, veg-

etation, surface winds, and trace gases with sufficient

accuracy to better diagnose their influences on Earth’s

energy budget. For example, the combination of radia-

tive fluxes fromCERES and coincident cloud properties

from three cloud sensors: MODIS, CloudSat’s Cloud

Profiling Radar (CPR), and the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar
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with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) flying on

board the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder

Satellite Observations (CALIPSO), have improved our

understanding of the role clouds play in modulating

radiative exchanges between Earth and space (King

et al. 2003; Stephens et al. 2002; Winker et al. 2007,

2010). MODIS and microwave observations from the

Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for EOS

(AMSR-E; Njoku et al. 2003) have furnished a more

complete view of surface radiative characteristics

(temperature, soil moisture, and ice cover). Tempera-

ture and humidity profiles are now retrieved with

unprecedented resolution and accuracy from new hy-

perspectral sounders like the Atmospheric Infrared

Sounder (AIRS; Susskind et al. 2011). Observations

from active and passive microwave sensors have led to

improved estimates of the global distribution of latent

heat release in precipitation (e.g., Shige et al. 2007);

these measurements have also enabled the development

of algorithms designed to infer near-surface tempera-

ture and humidity required to infer evaporative and

sensible heat fluxes from the surface through bulk for-

mulas (e.g., Clayson and Bogdanoff 2013).

In the last 25 years, engineering advances have allowed

observations at the same time from a coordinated con-

stellation of multiple satellites flying in formation

(Stephens et al. 2002; L’Ecuyer and Jiang 2010; Stephens

et al. 2018). This breakthrough fostered the develop-

ment of new integrated multisensor radiative flux

datasets like CloudSat’s 2B-FLXHR-LIDAR product

(L’Ecuyer et al. 2008) and the CERES–CALIPSO–

CloudSat–MODIS (C3M) product (Kato et al. 2012).

The explicit vertical structure and cloud base estimates

from CloudSat and CALIPSO used in these datasets

have brought about revisions to Earth’s surface energy

budget. For instance, Earth’s surface is warmed by 1656

6Wm22 of solar energy and an additional 3456 5Wm22

of thermal energy emitted by the atmosphere to the

surface (Stephens et al. 2012a,b). Collocated AMSR-E

data reveal that these sources of surface heating are

offset by 81 6 4 W m22 of latent heat transfer from the

evaporation of water (primarily from the oceans), 256

4Wm22 of sensible heat transfer, and 3996 5Wm22 of

cooling by thermal emission from the surface (L’Ecuyer

et al. 2015).

Simultaneous measurements of clouds, aerosols, pre-

cipitation, and their environment have also spurred new

research into the specific factors that modulate Earth’s

energy budget. Chand et al. (2012) revealed that ab-

sorbing aerosols exert a warming influence on the cli-

mate when they reside above clouds, prompting others

to revisit earlier estimates of aerosol direct radiative

forcing of climate. Building on these regional findings,

Matus et al. (2015) utilized global aerosol and cloud

cover information from CALIPSO and CloudSat and

radiative transfer models to estimate the net global

aerosol direct radiative effect under all sky conditions to

be 2 W m22, filling in the important warming contribu-

tions of cloudy scenes that were often omitted fromprior

estimates. Building on pioneering work in the 1980s and

1990s, multisensor A-Train observations have also re-

vealed that clouds approximately double the fraction of

sunlight reflected to space from about 15% in clear skies

to the observed 29.4% (L’Ecuyer et al. 2015; Matus and

L’Ecuyer 2017). This measurement represents a re-

duction of 49Wm22 in incoming solar energy. Similarly,

clouds reduce the amount of energy emitted by Earth to

space by about 28 W m22 (equivalent to an 88C change

in Earth’s emitting temperature relative to a cloudless

planet). Thus, on aggregate, clouds cool Earth by ap-

proximately 21 6 4 W m22 relative to the cloud-free

atmosphere (Matus and L’Ecuyer 2017).

Figure 4-2 presents a current composite view of an-

nually averaged cloud fraction and its influence on sev-

eral components of ERB from today’s satellites. These

maps capture several of the advances enabled by com-

bining the modern passive instruments and new active

sensors alluded to above. The estimates of CRE at the

surface require cloud boundary information, observations

that CloudSat and CALIPSO provide. The A-Train’s

multisensor perspectives have allowed the effects of

mixed-phase and multilayered cloud systems to be

explicitly represented in radiation budget estimates.

Multilayered clouds have been found to account for

nearly 42% of global cloud cover and 44% and 49% of

shortwave and longwave cloud forcing, respectively

(Hang et al. 2018, manuscript submitted to J. Climate).

Oreopoulos et al. (2017) quantified CRE for cloud

height and vertical/multilayer extent classifications;

they found that all but two classifications—the high

single layer and contiguous high/midtroposphere

layer categories—had a negative (cooling) net TOA

CRE. Mixed-phase clouds have been shown to sig-

nificantly enhance downwelling longwave radiation

on the Greenland Ice Sheet, dramatically increasing

melt rates by suppressing nighttime refreezing pro-

cesses (Van Tricht et al. 2016). These new estimates of

TOA and surface cloud forcing have, in turn, furnished

accurate estimates of cloud impacts on atmospheric

heating to date. The net influence of clouds on atmo-

spheric heating (lower-right panel of Fig. 4-2) demon-

strates that clouds enhance large-scale atmospheric

meridional circulations by heating the equatorial regions

and cooling the poles.

Current satellite missions measured the coupling

between components of the planet’s hydrological and
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energy cycles. Specific satellite missions have been

critical in characterizing the hydrological cycle, with

each new mission advancing our knowledge of how

water circulates through and affects the atmosphere.

3. Hydrological cycle

a. Clouds

From the earliest days of forecasting, clouds were

viewed as defining the current state of the atmosphere.

Folk sayings such as ‘‘ring around the moon’’ were

common forecast rules of thumb long before the in-

strument era. Later, in the early days of the space race,

scientists recognized that satellite observations could

provide a bird’s eye view of cloud patterns across the

globe, providing data and clarity for what was being

observed from the ground. The first Television Infrared

Observation Satellite (TIROS-1) launched on 1 April

1960 made the first satellite observations of clouds. Ten

experimental TIROS satellites were launched between

1960 and 1965, mostly to support weather forecasting by

identifying cloud systems. To understand the hydrologic

cycle, measurements of the following cloud properties

are needed: cloud amount, cloud top and base height,

water phase, and microphysical properties and their

precipitation state.

b. Cloud amount

In addition to applications in satellite meteorology

and climatology, cloud detection is needed for surface

and clear-sky atmospheric studies to avoid processing

pixels that might be cloud contaminated. Because clouds

are generally characterized by higher reflectance and

lower temperature than the underlying Earth surface,

simple visible and infrared window threshold ap-

proaches offer considerable skill in cloud detection

(Arking 1964; Saunders and Kriebel 1988; Derrien et al.

1993; Chen et al. 2002). Early methods used constant

thresholds, later replaced with thresholds by scene type

or ones that varied temporally (e.g., Ackerman et al.

1998; Minnis and Harrison 1984a,b). An alternate

technique locates clusters of pixels on a two-dimensional

FIG. 4-2. Annual mean cloud occurrence (cloud fraction) from (top) a combination of CloudSat, CALIPSO, and MODIS observations

and (first row) cloud influence on top of atmosphere, (second row) surface, and (bottom row) atmospheric radiative balance. The cloud

influence on atmospheric radiation has been cast in terms of radiative heating in K day21.
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histogram (Desbois et al. 1982; Phulpin et al. 1983).

Cluster centers are identified in the histogram, and then

classified as clear or a particular type of cloud. A spatial

coherence test (e.g., Coakley and Bretherton 1986) at-

tempted to account for pixels that had partial cloud

cover within the field of view.

The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project

(ISCCP) began in 1983, with a focus on using satellite

observations to derive a global climatology of cloud

properties that characterize the distribution and varia-

tion of clouds and their effects on the radiation budget.

The ISCCP data products have also been used to assess

climate model simulations of global cloud patterns.

Cloud detection schemes for ISCCP were developed

using visible and infrared window radiances. The cloud-

masking algorithm described by Rossow (1989), Rossow

et al. (1989), and Rossow and Garder (1993) utilizes the

narrowband visible (0.6 mm) and the infrared window

(11 mm) channels on geostationary platforms. This al-

gorithm is based on the premise that 1) only two types of

conditions, cloudy and clear, explain the observed visi-

ble and infrared radiances and 2) the ranges of radiances

and their variability associated with these two conditions

do not overlap (Rossow and Garder 1993). As a result,

the algorithm is based upon thresholds; a pixel is clas-

sified as cloudy only if at least one radiance value is

distinct from the inferred clear value by an amount

larger than the uncertainty in that clear threshold value.

The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

(AVHRR) on the NOAA Polar Operational Environ-

mental Satellites (POES) began making observations in

1978 and has provided a data record with consistent

spectral and spatial characteristics ever since. The

AVHRR Processing Scheme Over Clouds, Land and

Ocean (APOLLO) cloud detection algorithm used the

five visible and infrared channels of the AVHRR

(Saunders and Kriebel 1988; Kriebel et al. 1989). The

scheme uses threshold tests applied to the AVHRR

channels at full spatial resolution, nominally 1.1 km at

nadir. One of the first regional AVHRR cloud clima-

tologies was the Swedish Meteorological and Hydro-

logical Institute (SMHI) Cloud Analysis Model Using

Digital AVHRR Data (SCANDIA) dataset, im-

plemented in 1988 (Karlsson 1989). SCANDIA covered

the Scandinavian region with a spatial resolution of

4 km. The Pathfinder Atmospheres (PATMOS) project

(Stowe et al. 2002; Jacobowitz et al. 2003) data provided

ascending and descending global views with a spatial

resolution of 18 (110 km) and included only theAVHRR

sensors launched into the afternoon orbits (NOAA-7, -9,

-11, -14). A pioneering project with long-lasting impacts,

PATMOSoffered total cloud amount as its sole product.

The PATMOS Clouds from AVHRR (CLAVR) uses a

series of spectral and spatial variability tests to detect

clouds. The phase I CLAVR algorithm used all five

channels of AVHRR to derive a global cloud mask

(Stowe et al. 1991). It examines multispectral in-

formation, channel differences, and spatial differences

and then employs a series of sequential decision-tree

tests. Cloud-free, mixed (subpixel cloud), and cloudy

regions are identified for 28 3 28 global area coverage

(GAC) pixel (4-km resolution) arrays. Subsequent ver-

sions of CLAVR use dynamic thresholds predicted from

the angular pattern observed from the clear-sky radi-

ance statistics of the previous 9-day repeat cycle of the

NOAA satellite for a mapped 18 equal-area grid cell

(Stowe et al. 1991). Developed in the 1990s, these cloud

algorithms remained in use for climatology studies for

a decade.

The PathfinderAtmospheres Extended (PATMOS-x)

project was launched in 2004 (Heidinger et al. 2014) as

an extension of PATMOS. It included all AVHRR

sensors, including those launched into morning and

midmorning orbits by NOAA and the European Orga-

nisation for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satel-

lites (EUMETSAT). In addition, it expanded its list of

products to include cloud type, height, optical thickness,

water path, particle size, albedo, and transmission,

and included the calibrated AVHRR observations.

PATMOS-x also generated its global fields at a spatial

resolution of 0.18, accomplished via sampling rather than

averaging. As a result, PATMOS-x could be used as a

basis for other derived cloud records (e.g., Zhao et al.

2016). For example, the PATMOS-x dataset has been

applied to research in aerosol–cloud interactions

(Rausch et al. 2010; Bennartz et al. 2011), climatic im-

pacts of dust transport (Evan et al. 2009), global cloud

studies (Norris and Evan 2015; Marvel et al. 2015), and

regional cloud studies (Ackerman et al. 2013; Rausch

et al. 2010). Several other AVHRR cloud datasets have

appeared in recent years, including those from the

EUMETSAT Climate Monitoring Satellite Application

Facility (CM-SAF) and the European Space Agency’s

(ESA) Cloud Climate Initiative (CCI). These activities

ensure that the AVHRR data record will remain rele-

vant for many years to come.

Challenges remain in creating climate data records

(CDRs) from instruments flown on different satellites.

For an AVHRR cloud climate dataset, the main chal-

lenge is the systematic change in the observation times

due to orbital drift for all of the NOAA satellites. The

PATMOS-x team and other groups have actively ex-

plored techniques to account for this drift (Foster and

Heidinger 2013). PATMOS-x is also expanding its scope

to include the NASA EOS MODIS imagers and the

NOAA geostationary imagers from 1995 to the present.
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Developing a consistent PATMOS-x product database

using these other sensors with constant or diurnally re-

solved observation times will assist scientists in more

fully accounting for these orbital drift issues in the

AVHRR record.

MODIS, a keystone instrument of the EOS program,

provides global observations of Earth’s land, oceans,

and atmosphere in 36 spectral channels from 0.4 to 14.5

mm, and at nadir spatial resolutions from 250 to 1000 m.

A variety of cloud properties have been retrieved from

MODIS through continuous observations from the

Terra and Aqua satellite platforms since 2000 and 2002,

respectively. Globally, the cloud fraction derived by the

MODIS cloud mask (Ackerman et al. 1998; Frey et al.

2008; Ackerman et al. 2008) is approximately 67%, with

somewhat more clouds over land during the afternoon

(MODIS Aqua relative to Terra) and fewer clouds over

ocean in the afternoon, with very little difference in

global cloud cover between the two satellites (King et al.

2013). Overall, the cloud fraction over land is approxi-

mately 55%, with a distinctive seasonal cycle, whereas

ocean cloudiness is around 72%, with a small seasonal

variation.

The launch of CALIPSO and CloudSat in 2006 led

to a new global capability to observe the vertical distri-

bution of clouds, aerosols, and precipitation. The

CALIPSO mission carried three instruments (Winker

et al. 2007): the two-wavelength polarization-sensitive

CALIOP, the three-wavelength Imaging Infrared Ra-

diometer (IIR), and the visible Wide Field Camera

(WFC). CALIOP is an elastic backscatter lidar that

transmits linearly polarized laser light at 532 and

1064 nm and measures range-resolved backscatter in-

tensities at both wavelengths. The CloudSat mission

includes the CPR and a 94-GHz nadir-looking radar.

These active measurement instruments provide in-

formation on vertical cloud structure, allowing insights

into the processes that control clouds, aerosols, and

precipitation.

CALIOP has proved fundamental in evaluating cloud

amount products, especially for MODIS Aqua, where

both instruments are part of the A-Train constellation

(e.g., Holz et al. 2008). Mace and Zhang (2014) found

that merged CloudSat–CALIOP cloud occurrence sta-

tistics at 5-km resolution matched well with MODIS

Aqua cloud mask for daytime global oceans, though

MODIS is biased low over the poles due to a lack of

visible and thermal contrast with the surface.

The Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment

(GEWEX) Cloud Assessment was initiated by the

GEWEXRadiation Panel in 2005 to compare available,

global, long-term cloud data products with the ISCCP.

That assessment was reported in Stubenrauch et al.

(2013) and includes a summary of average satellite cloud

properties and their variability. The global total cloud

amount from the different satellite measurements

ranged from 0.56 to 0.74 as a result of different in-

strument sensitivity and retrieval methodologies. Most

of the 12 comparison datasets found that the ocean’s

fractional coverage is about 0.10–0.15 more than land.

Similarly, the State of the Climate report published

yearly in the Bulletin of the American Meteorological

Society routinely compares the global annual anomaly of

cloud amount from different cloud datasets (e.g., Foster

et al. 2017). The cloud anomalies are smaller than the

observed seasonal and diurnal variability within each

cloud data record. For example, CALIOP has the

highest global cloud fraction, as a lidar is more sensitive

to optical thickness than passive methods. The near-

nadir viewing of CALIOP limits the global sampling,

which can be overcome through spatial and temporal

averaging.

Cloud amount by itself is not sufficient for under-

standing water or energy processes. Beyond detection,

it is important to infer macroproperties (cloud-top alti-

tude, pressure, temperature) and microphysical (ther-

modynamic phase, particle size, water content) and

radiative properties (optical thickness, effective particle

size, ice particle shape). These are discussed in the fol-

lowing subsections.

c. Cloud altitude

Scientists use multispectral observations from satel-

lites to infer cloud-top heights. For example, the CO2

slicing technique developed in the 1970s uses narrow-

band radiances measured at wavelengths between 13.3

and 14.2 mm to retrieve cloud-top pressure and effective

cloud amount, which is the product of cloud emissivity

and cloud fraction (Chahine 1974; Smith et al. 1974).

The CO2 slicing method has been used to distinguish

transmissive clouds from opaque clouds and clear-sky

using High-Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder

(HIRS) multispectral observations (Wylie et al. 1994).

The technique has also been applied operationally to

15-mm data from the Geostationary Operational Envi-

ronmental Satellite (GOES) Visible Infrared Spin-Scan

Radiometer (VISSR) Atmospheric Sounder (VAS;

Wylie andMenzel 1989) and theGOES Sounder, as well

as applied to the height assignment of atmospheric

motion vectors (Menzel et al. 1983). Using this method,

scientists could investigate diurnal signatures of cloud-

top altitudes. Frey et al. (1996) developed a real-time,

global algorithm for detecting clouds using collocated

AVHRR and HIRS/2 observations. Taking advan-

tage of hyperspectral measurements, Holz et al. (2006)

developed a CO2 sorting–slicing method that uses
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hyperspectral IR observations to select the optimal

channel pairs for CO2 slicing. In addition, scientists have

developed window infrared methods, applicable to a

wider variety of sensors, for multi-instrument/platform

CERES processing (Minnis et al. 2011a,b).

As MODIS has the key CO2 slicing channels used

in the HIRS studies, it can provide a higher-spatial-

resolution (1 km) product relative to HIRS (20 km) as

well as a tightly constrained mean local time sun-

synchronous orbit (;1 min typically) of the Terra and

Aqua missions. Cloud-top pressures of ice clouds from

MODIS Aqua show somewhat higher clouds than cor-

respondingMODISTerra (cloud-top pressures lower by

100 hPa) over land due to afternoon deep convection

(King et al. 2013). Comparisons with CALIOP indicate

that radiative heights from MODIS are typically 1.5 km

lower in altitude, though varying widely depending on

cloud type (Holz et al. 2008; Minnis et al. 2011b).

Cloud heights can be derived from absorbing gases

other than CO2. Satellite products based on the O2

A-band absorption complex at about 763 nm include

algorithms applied to the Global Ozone Monitoring

Experiment (GOME; Koelemeijer et al. 2001), Scan-

ning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmo-

spheric Cartography (SCIAMACHY; Kokhanovsky

et al. 2005), Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer

(MERIS; Fischer et al. 1997), and the two Polarization

and Directionality of the Earth Reflectances (POL-

DER; Deschamps et al. 1994) instruments (Vanbauce

et al. 1998; Ferlay et al. 2010). POLDER also includes a

cloud height algorithm using pressure height inferred

from Rayleigh polarization (Buriez et al. 1997).

Stereoscopic, or stereo, methods have also been used

to determine cloud-top altitude. In this case, cloud

height determination depends only on geometry, as-

suming the cloud is not moving. Minzner et al. (1976)

and Hasler (1981) describe how observations from two

different geostationary satellites can be used to estimate

cloud height. To obtain global measurements, the Mul-

tiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR) was used to

gather cloud-top data using stereo methods. This in-

strument employs nine discrete cameras pointed at fixed

angles, one viewing the nadir (vertically downward) di-

rection and four each viewing the forward and aftward

directions along the spacecraft ground track—specifi-

cally imaging Earth at 26.18, 45.68, 60.08, and 70.58. Its

data are carefully calibrated to provide accurate mea-

sures of the brightness, contrast, and color of reflected

sunlight. By looking at the change in reflection at dif-

ferent view angles, different types of atmospheric par-

ticles (aerosols), cloud forms, and land surface covers

can be distinguished. Combined with stereoscopic tech-

niques, scientists use this information to construct 3D

models and estimate the total amount of sunlight re-

flected by Earth’s diverse environments. An analysis of

15 years of MISR clouds worldwide showed no defini-

tive trend in cloud height (Davies et al. 2017). However,

cloud heights do vary from year to year in connection

with various weather and climate phenomena. During

the 2008 La Niña, MISR showed a lowering of global

clouds on average by 40 m while El Niño events in-

creased their altitudes.

Beyond cloud-top retrievals,CloudSat andCALIPSO

have revolutionized our knowledge of the vertical dis-

tribution of clouds (Mace et al. 2009; Deng et al. 2010;

Mace and Zhang 2014). The CALIOP–CPR combina-

tion can identify multilayered cloud systems, an impor-

tant capability as 60% of the time clouds are categorized

as multilayered (Stephens et al. 2008). Using CALIOP

and CloudSat data in a study of zonal cloud phase,

Bodas-Salcedo et al. (2016) demonstrated that liquid

clouds poleward of 488S are composed of primarily su-

percooled water droplets. This observation pointed to

model biases that do not correctly simulate supercooled

water in the cold sector of baroclinic weather systems.

The CALIOP CloudSat combination along with mod-

eling efforts demonstrated that clouds over Greenland

enhanced the meltwater runoff relative to clear skies

(Van Tricht et al. 2016). CloudSat CPR measurements

also revealed that oceanic clouds had a higher fraction of

drizzle-size rain particles than their land-based coun-

terparts, the opposite of what was expected. The larger

concentrations of aerosols over land produce clouds

composed of smaller drops, which was expected to lead

to more drizzle over land.

The relative agreement of these various passive height

products depends on the effective weighting function in

the cloud, which in turn is highly dependent on the

measurement approach and geometry. The GEWEX

Radiation Panel compared cloud-top height datasets

from the algorithms of ISCCP, PATMOSx, HIRS,

MODIS (standard products and those developed for

CERES processing), MISR, POLDER, and CALIPSO

(Stubenrauch et al. 2013). While high-level cloud sta-

tistics varied the most between the datasets due to each

instrument’s inherent sensitivity to thin cirrus, relative

geographical and seasonal variations in the cloud

properties agreed well. Instrument simulators designed

for climate model evaluation (e.g., Bodas-Salcedo et al.

2011; Pincus et al. 2012), which are increasingly avail-

able for the satellite datasets, allow scientists to use the

products more directly to evaluate model performance.

d. Cloud optical and microphysical properties

Passive retrievals of cloud optical and microphysical

properties begin by determining thermodynamic phase.
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Passive approaches include spectral signatures harking

back to Pilewskie and Twomey (1987), along with win-

dow infrared techniques (Strabala et al. 1994; Baum

et al. 2012), multiangle polarimetric discrimination

based on enhanced polarization in the liquid droplet

cloud bow (Goloub et al. 2000; Riedi et al. 2010), and/or

angular information resolving other portions of the

particle scattering phase function (e.g., Labonnote et al.

2001; van Diedenhoven et al. 2012). Using CALIOP-

observed depolarized backscatter, scientists can directly

retrieve the phase of water in clouds near the cloud top

(Hu et al. 2009), which has been used as a reference

standard for passive imager algorithms (e.g., Marchant

et al. 2016). During the first year the CALIPSO trans-

mitter was pointed near-nadir, generatingmore specular

reflections from horizontally oriented ice crystals than

expected. Ross et al. (2017) found that the oriented

signature is strongly correlated with surface precipita-

tion from collocated CloudSatmeasurements, with 64%

of CALIOP-oriented ice crystal cases precipitating

compared to 40% for nonoriented cases. To mitigate

this specular return, the viewing angle of CALIOP was

changed from 0.38 to 38 in November 2007.

Optical property retrievals (optical thickness, effec-

tive particle size) began with airborne studies using

various combinations of visible, near-infrared, shor-

wave/midwave-infrared solar reflectance measurements

(Twomey and Cocks 1989; Nakajima and King 1990;

Rawlins and Foot 1990). The first quantitative satellite

retrievals were applied to AVHRR data (Arking and

Childs 1985; Han et al. 1994; Platnick and Twomey

1994). With the availability of imagers such as MODIS,

and its improved radiometric stability and orbital mean

local time crossing control, passive optical retrievals

entered a new era [i.e., MODIS standard products (King

et al. 2003; Platnick et al. 2003, 2017) and products de-

veloped for CERES processing (Minnis et al. 2011a,b)].

Cloud droplet effective radius reff is an important

parameter for climate as it represents the relationship

between the cloud liquid water content and its albedo.

For given liquid water content, smaller droplets lead to

larger cloud albedo. MODIS Collection 6 standard

products (Platnick et al. 2017) give liquid water clouds

effective particle radii that are significantly larger over

ocean than land (.5 mm or more), depending on loca-

tion/season and the spectral band combination used in

the retrieval (also see King et al. 2013), with the largest

variability occurring over the ocean. Aggregating over

6608 latitude gives ocean effective sizes about 2 mm

larger than land for most band combinations. The larg-

est marine water cloud particle sizes are associated with

broken clouds scenes; this may indicate retrieval arti-

facts associated with the breakdown of the 1D radiative

transfer used in the retrieval algorithm and/or co-

variance of broken clouds with the existence of drizzle

and other meteorological changes (Zhang and Platnick

2011; Cho et al. 2015). Somewhat larger ice cloud ef-

fective particle sizes are also found over the ocean rel-

ative to land, about 2–3 mm larger when aggregated over

6608 (Wood et al. 2018; Minnis et al. 2011b).

The directional signature of the polarized reflectance

by a liquid water cloud is also employed to retrieve cloud

droplet effective radius from space. The POLDER

measurements showed that, on average, droplets are 2–3

mm smaller over land than over the oceans (Bréon and

Colzy 2000). Smaller droplets are also found over highly

polluted regions and in areas affected by smoke from

biomass burning activity (Painemal et al. 2014).

Establishing a reference cloud optical property dataset

with well-understood uncertainties for satellite inter-

comparisons remains challenging. The MODIS standard

products contain uncertainty datasets based on a limited

number of quantifiable error sources. CALIOP lidar cir-

rus retrievals have been used to help guide MODIS ice

particle radiative models (Holz et al. 2016). Ground-

based retrieval intercomparisons with MODIS products

include those of Dong et al. (2008) andMace et al. (2005)

for liquid and ice clouds, respectively, as well as Dong

et al. (2016) for the Arctic and Xi et al. (2014) and

Z. Zhang et al. (2017) for ocean. Empirical (e.g., Werner

et al. 2016; Painemal et al. 2013) and theoretical studies

(e.g., Zhang and Platnick 2011; Fauchez et al. 2015;Miller

et al. 2016) of cloud heterogeneity impacts are helping the

community better understand the uncertainties in passive

optical cloud property retrievals.

e. Cloud water path

Cloud water path is a measure of the total water mass

(liquid and/or ice) contained per unit area in all cloud

layers in a vertical column of atmosphere. Cloud water

path and content (mass per volume) is highly variable

and depends on cloud type. The longest record of cloud

liquid water path (LWP) over the ocean comes from

passive microwave estimates using measurements

around 19 and 37 GHz. The absorption at these fre-

quencies is related to the total amount of liquid water

along the path, accounting for absorption by oxygen

and water vapor, and ocean surface temperature and

roughness (Wentz 1997; Greenwald et al. 1993; Liu and

Curry 1993). These approaches are best over oceans

because of the relatively uniform surface emissivity.

LWP in precipitating and nonprecipitating clouds over

oceans have been estimated with the Special Sensor

Microwave Imager (SSM/I), a passive microwave radi-

ometer with dual-polarized channels at 19.35, 37, and

85.5, GHz and a vertically polarized channel at 22.235
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GHz. The SSM/I has been carried on board Defense

Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites

since 1987.

Satellite observations have demonstrated that cloud

liquid water exhibits a strong diurnal variation over

many ocean regions. The largest variations are over the

tropical western Pacific and northwestern Pacific and are

attributed to the diurnal variation in raining clouds. The

variation over the west coasts of major continents is also

large and is associated with nonraining stratus clouds

(Painemal et al. 2012). O’Dell et al. (2008) derived an

18-yr time series (1988–2005) of cloud LWP over oceans

by combining observations from the SSM/I, the Tropical

Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) Microwave Im-

ager (TMI), and the AMSR-E. Elsaesser et al. (2017)

updated the time period to include 1988–2016. Potential

systematic errors in the LWP climatology are on the

order of 15%–30% or higher, which hampers the use-

fulness of microwave-based climatologies of both cloud

liquid water and especially rain rate.

Cloud ice water path (IWP) spans several orders of

magnitude (Dowling and Radke 1990), and the variable

densities of the constituent ice particles have beenmajor

obstacles to improved measurements of IWP. Current

operational microwave sensors are sensitive only to

relatively thick ice clouds (e.g., Hong et al. 2005) be-

cause of the weak interaction between millimeter-wave

radiation and cloud ice particles. The interaction is sig-

nificantly stronger for submillimeter wave radiation

(frequencies ranging from 183 to 916 GHz). Submillimeter-

wavelength radiometry (Evans et al. 1999) complements

traditional infrared measurements by providing sensi-

tivity to a range of IWP spanning three orders of mag-

nitude. The potential of millimeter and submillimeter

satellite observations for cloud ice retrieval has been

demonstrated with data from the limb-sounding Micro-

wave Limb Sounder (MLS) on NASA’s Upper Atmo-

sphere Research Satellite (UARS) and NASA’s EOS

Aura (Li et al. 2005). Radar observations at 95 GHz, such

as from CloudSat, cover a larger dynamic range in IWP

from approximately five to several thousand grams per

square meter. However, 95-GHz radar data alone do

not give very accurate estimates of ice water content

and IWP, since the radar reflectivity depends on the

particle size distribution, which varies from cloud to

cloud. The first non-limb-viewing spaceborne submilli-

meter measurement came from the NASA IceCube

CubeSat (single channel at 883 GHz) launched in 2017;

the Ice Cloud Imager (ICI), a multichannel conical

scanner up to 664 GHz, is planned to launch on the

EUMETSAT MetOp-SG-B satellites.

Passive imagers have also been used to infer cloud

water path. For solar reflectance methods, cloud water

path is proportional to the product of optical thickness

and effective particle radius (with a factor of about 2/3

for either liquid or ice clouds assuming effective radius

is constant in the vertical column). The effect of verti-

cal heterogeneity in a liquid water cloud is sometimes

approximated by a factor 5/6 assuming an adiabatic in-

crease in particle size with height, a constant droplet

concentration with height, and that the satellite-retrieved

effective size is exactly at cloud top (e.g., Wood and

Hartmann 2006). LWP from MODIS Aqua (Platnick

et al. 2003) and the AMSR-E microwave imager com-

pare well for marine stratocumulus regimes using the

adiabatic assumption (Bennartz 2007; Greenwald 2009;

Horváth and Davies 2007). The agreement is best for

overcast scenes on the microwave imager scale. When

comparing MODIS operational cloud water path re-

trievals with TMI (;25-km effective retrieval area;

Wentz 1997), lower cloud fraction scenes show a sys-

tematic LWP bias with TMI retrievals higher than

those from MODIS (Horváth and Gentemann 2007).

Painemal et al. (2016) showed that space-based micro-

wave LWP retrievals tend to overestimate LWP in low

cloud fraction and moist conditions.

As was the case for microwave methods, IWP re-

trievals are challenging for passive imager applications

due to larger inherent uncertainties in cloud optical

thickness and effective particle radius retrievals related

to ice particle habit sensitivities, where sensitivities are

more problematic for reflectance-based retrievals (e.g.,

Yang et al. 2007; Holz et al. 2016) than infrared re-

trievals (Heidinger et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016). Both

reflectance and infrared retrievals can further be af-

fected by complicated ice cloud vertical size and habit

heterogeneities (e.g., Zhang and Platnick 2011; Fauchez

et al. 2015). However, retrievals of IWP for thin ice

clouds is promising from lidar (e.g., CALIOP).

Establishing a reference IWP global dataset with well-

understood uncertainties for global intercomparisons

remains challenging.

f. Precipitation

Precipitation is a crucial component of the hydrolog-

ical cycle. With its large temporal and spatial variations,

the amount of rainfall is important in weather fore-

casting, predicting flash flooding, and energetics in terms

of latent heat release. Traditionally, rainfall measure-

ments are made with rain gauges and observed at a

particular location. Radar observations provide better

areal averages, but both approaches suffer from the lack

of global coverage.

Early applications of satellite observations attempted

to determine precipitation, in particular 24-h rainfall,

by using cloud amount and cloud type derived from
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polar-orbiting imagery. A variety of visible/infrared rain

retrieval algorithms (Scofield and Oliver 1977; Griffith

et al. 1978; Adler and Negri 1988) offer different skills

depending on rainfall type. Geostationary platforms

offer temporal measurements that can be used to

determine the storm life cycle, but their solar and in-

frared measurements do not directly observe precip-

itation, which limits their application. In addition, these

methods have random and bias errors associated with

the indirect nature of the relationship between the in-

frared radiances, which primarily originate near the

cloud top, and the precipitation that emerges from

the bottom of the cloud system. Generally speaking, the

methodologies produced relatively good results for

tropical oceanic precipitation and poorer results for cold

season extratropical precipitation over land (Xie and

Arkin 1995; Janowiak et al. 1995).

Scientists have developed algorithms to derive pre-

cipitation information from satellite observations in the

IR and microwave and applied them globally (e.g.,

Barrett andMartin 1981; Arkin andArdanuy 1989). The

Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP) was

established in 1986 in part to better understand pre-

cipitation patterns as they vary regionally, seasonally,

and interannually (Xie and Arkin 1997). The GPCP

used rain gauge data and satellite imagery (infrared and

microwave) to fill the gaps over the oceans and sparsely

populated areas. These early precipitation datasets were

critical in describing and studying the annual and in-

terannual variability in large-scale precipitation over

the globe.

In the microwave region, absorption by cloud drops

is small and the transmittance of the typical non-

precipitation cloud is greater than 0.9. Scattering by

cloud droplets is negligibly small while raindrop size

particles interact strongly with microwave radiation.

As a result, clouds are nearly transparent in the micro-

wave unless they are raining, forming the basis for mi-

crowave detection of precipitation. Rainfall estimates

have been made with microwave measurements from

the SSM/I on the DMSP, first launched in 1978. At

sufficiently low frequencies (,20 GHz), ice particle

scattering is negligible and the variations in the observed

brightness temperature result from variations in the

optical depth of raindrops, which is approximately pro-

portional to the integrated total rainwater amount. As

the total rainwater is closely related to the surface rain,

the low-frequency microwave brightness temperature

provides a relatively direct representation of rainfall

rate. This approach works over ocean, where surface

temperature and emissivity generally do not vary dra-

matically. The relation between brightness temperature

and rainfall rate is retrieved by matching the satellite

observations with radiative transfer model calculations

that specify the atmospheric temperature and humidity

profiles, cloud liquid water content, rain layer thickness,

and size distribution of raindrops. However, this meth-

odology cannot be applied over land because of the

variable and high surface emissivity.

Frequencies higher than 80 GHz are primarily used

for scattering-based precipitation algorithms. For high-

frequency microwaves (.80 GHz), scattering by ice

particles aloft is the dominant signature in rain cloud

observations. The scattering signature is physically less

directly related to precipitation than the emission sig-

nature because it indicates the ice amount above the

freezing level.

g. Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission

Global precipitation measurements were enhanced

with the TRMM(Kummerow et al. 2000) launched in late

1997 and ending in 2015. A joint mission between NASA

and the JapanAerospaceExplorationAgency (JAXA), it

was the first-time use of both active and passive micro-

wave instruments to estimate precipitation. The in-

strumentation and precessing, low-inclination orbit (358)

made TRMM the world’s foremost mission for the study

of precipitation and associated storms and climate pro-

cesses in the tropics. The TRMM Precipitation Radar

(PR) provided the most direct method of observing pre-

cipitation and its vertical distribution, thus enabling a 3D

view of precipitation. The TRMM PR is a 128-element

active phased array operating at 13.8 GHz. It has a swath

width of 215 km with a cross-range spatial resolution of

about 4.3 km with a range resolution of 250 m. The PR

was designed to achieve a minimum detectable rain rate

of 0.7 mm h21.

Designed as an experimental mission focusing on

tropical rainfall climatology, TRMM evolved into the

primary satellite in a system of research and operational

satellites used for analyzing precipitation characteris-

tics on time scales from 3 h to interannual. TRMM

represented a substantial advancement in precipitation

measurement from space with its unique sensor suite,

including the PR, a microwave imager (TMI), a Visible

and Infrared Scanner (VIRS), a lightning imaging sensor

(LIS), and a CERES scanning radiometer (Kummerow

et al. 1998). This combination of sensors enabled the

TRMM observations to produce the best instantaneous

rain estimates at the time; those estimates were then

used to calibrate or adjust rain estimates from other

satellites to provide analyses at a higher temporal res-

olution than would be available from a single satellite.

The TRMM Multisatellite Precipitation Analysis

(TMPA; Huffman et al. 2007) provided calibrated pre-

cipitation estimates from multiple satellites, as well as
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gauge analyses where feasible, at fine scales (0.258 3

0.258 and 3 hourly). The rainfall products were used for a

variety of studies, including validating meteorologi-

cal reanalyses, hydrologic modeling, analyzing oceanic

precipitation systems, characterizing monsoon convec-

tion, and closing water budgets, as well as for other hy-

drometeorological applications. The TMPA was widely

used in NASA activities for applications related to

floods, landslides, agriculture, reinsurance, and disease.

For more than 17 years, the TRMM science team

conducted innovative precipitation science and de-

veloped widely used applications that have benefitted

society. The following provide a detailed summary of

the TRMM’s most significant achievements:

d Accurate precipitation climatology. TRMM data pro-

vide a baseline climatology of rainfall in the tropics,

with a dramatic reduction in the range of uncertainty

from previous space-based rainfall estimates (Adler

et al. 2009). TRMM observations of the temporal

variations in rainfall, from diurnal to interannual

time scales, have revealed important variability asso-

ciated with the Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO) and

with the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; e.g.,

L’Ecuyer et al. 2006; Arndt et al. 2010; Lau and Wu

2010; Waliser et al. 2009). TRMM has also provided

estimated vertical profiles of latent heating in the

tropics (Fig. 4-3), a key driver for global atmospheric

circulation (Olson et al. 2006; Tao et al. 2010). In

FIG. 4-3. Ten-year (1998–2007) mean latent heating rates from TRMM at (top) 7 and

(middle) 1 km above ground level. (bottom) TRMM precipitation radar mean surface rainfall

rate [after Tao et al. (2010)].
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addition, potential human impacts on rainfall are

related to processes associated with urban heat

islands, deforestation, and aerosols (Hand and

Shepherd 2009). This TRMM climatology has pro-

vided an important benchmark for global climate

models including accurate annual, monthly, and di-

urnal tropical rainfall averages to which models can

be compared.
d Precipitation diurnal cycle. TRMM allowed scientists

to quantify the tropics-wide diurnal cycle of precipi-

tation and convective intensity over land and ocean on

fine spatial scales (0.258; e.g., Nesbitt and Zipser 2003;

Bowman et al. 2005; Hirose et al. 2008). In addition to

studies characterizing the diurnal cycle on global

scales, the accumulation of 17 years of data paved

the way for studies of the diurnal cycle at regional

scales (e.g., Chen et al. 2009; Takahashi et al. 2010;

Sahany et al. 2010; Jackson et al. 2009).
d Tropical convective system properties. The TRMM

PR, TMI, VIRS, and LIS supplied information for a

Cloud and Precipitation Feature (CPF) database that

provided a satellite climatology of the distribution of

convective system characteristics (e.g., horizontal size,

depth, and intensity); such a database is very useful for

searching and sorting historical rainfall events (Liu

and Zipser 2005; Liu 2011). The CPF database was

used to document the global distribution of tropical

deep convection, and to examine regional, seasonal,

and diurnal variations of the rainfall contributions

from various precipitation features (Liu et al. 2007).

PR data were frequently used to characterize the

vertical structure of convective systems in many

climatologically important regions (e.g., Romatschke

and Houze 2010; Jackson et al. 2009; Romatschke and

Houze 2011).
d Lightning. LIS has led to a detailed global mapping of

lightning distribution and its seasonal variations (Cecil

et al. 2014). TRMM’s lightning and rain information

together have allowed scientists to quantify the

lightning–convection relations for land and ocean

(Petersen et al. 2005, 2006; Takayabu 2006). Knowing

the lightning flash size/energy and flash type (ground

or cloud flash) has led to better estimates/measure-

ments of lightning nitrogen oxides emissions.

h. Global Precipitation Measurement

In February 2014, NASA and JAXA launched the

Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Core Ob-

servatory (GPM-CO) spacecraft (Hou et al. 2014). The

Dual-Frequency Precipitation Radar (DPR), built by

JAXA, provides three-dimensional vertical profiles of

precipitation rate and hydrometeor-size distributions

within storm systems (Masaki et al. 2015; Seto and

Iguchi 2015). The DPR consists of a Ku-band pre-

cipitation radar (KuPR) and a Ka-band precipitation

radar (KaPR). The KuPR is an updated version of the

TRMM 13.6 GHz PR while the KaPR operates at 35.55

GHz. The KuPR and the KaPR are coaligned with a

5-km footprint location on Earth. Differential attenua-

tion between the Ku- and Ka-band frequencies provides

rain/snow discrimination.

The GPM Microwave Imager (GMI), provided by

NASA, estimates wide-swath precipitation rates and was

considered the best-calibrated conically scanning radi-

ometer in space (Wentz and Draper 2016). Figure 4-4

shows DPR’s vertical structure and GMI’s wide-swath

data for Hurricane Nate in 2017. The measurement

capabilities of the DPR and the GMI have made the

GPM-CO an important dataset for studying precipitation

at bulk microphysical (250-m vertical resolution), local

(convective, ,10 km), regional (mesoscale, tens to hun-

dreds of kilometers), and global scales (hundreds to

thousands of kilometers; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017).

The GPM-CO was designed to measure precipitation

rates from 0.2 to 110 mm h21 and detect falling snow

from the tropics to the midlatitudes (6658 latitude; Hou

et al. 2014; Skofronick-Jackson et al. 2017). As a critical

component of theGPMmission, theGPM-CO functions

as the reference calibrator; it unifies data (Berg et al.

2016) from a constellation of 10 (in 2017) domestic and

international partner sensors to generate NASA’s next-

generation global Integrated Multisatellite Retrievals

for GPM (IMERG; Huffman et al. 2017) with high

temporal (30 min) and spatial (0.18 3 0.18) resolutions.

Through improved measurements of rain and snow,

precipitation data from GPM provide new information

such as details of precipitation structure and intensity;

observations of hurricanes and typhoons as they transition

from the tropics tomidlatitudes; data to advance near-real-

time (NRT) hazard assessment for floods, landslides, and

droughts; inputs to improve weather and climate models;

and insights into agricultural productivity, famine, and

public health (e.g., Kirschbaum et al. 2017).

One of GPM’s goals is to advance precipitation mea-

surements from space. The additional high-frequency

channels (KaPR on DPR and 166 and 183 GHz on

GMI) are especially sensitive to light rain and falling

snow (Munchak and Skofronick-Jackson 2013). As-

sessments of GPM-CO products show that rainfall re-

trievals (Petersen et al. 2016) have sensitivity down to

0.2 mm h21. GPM-CO also detects falling snow (e.g.,

You et al. 2017), an important capability as 50% of

global rainfall starts as snow above the melting layer

(Field and Heymsfield 2015). In addition, reducing

the errors associated with the median mass diameter
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improves knowledge of the microphysical properties

(Petersen et al. 2016). Battaglia et al. (2016a) have

shown that multiple scattering affects the Ka and Ku

radar measurements for deep convective systems; a

multiple-scattering forward-operator-based retrieval

algorithm has been developed to minimize the effects.

Hamada and Takayabu (2016) indicate that DPR ob-

servations will increase the occurrence and volume of

observed precipitation by 20% and 2%, respectively,

between 408S and 408N in comparison to the TRMM

observations. As the microphysical understanding of

falling snow and frozen precipitation above the freezing

layer has evolved, the results show that nonspherical

particles are essential for radiative transfer modeling

simulations in order to match DPR and GMI (across all

frequencies) and aircraft data taken during field cam-

paigns (e.g., Kuo et al. 2016; Olson et al. 2016).

The GPM-CO measurements and the IMERG high

spatial and temporal resolution merged-constellation

products have contributed to improved knowledge of

precipitation systems, water cycle variability, and fresh-

water availability. Liu and Liu (2016), Battaglia et al.

(2016b), and Hamada and Takayabu (2016) reported on

the improved characterization of storm structures while

Liu and Zipser (2015) used the first year of GPM KuPR

data to classify the largest, deepest, and strongest pre-

cipitation systems onEarth.Meanwhile, GPM continues

to uncover the diversity of phenomena that are both

important scientifically and crucial to our understanding

the water cycle. These include results found by Battaglia

et al. (2016b) of the first evidence of ghost echoes in the

DPR dataset; these echoes correspond to a weak-echo

region typically observed by ground-based S-band radar

near the tilted convective core of a tornadic supercell. In

addition, using GMI microwave polarimetric signals

from the vertical and horizontal channels, Gong andWu

(2017) found that the scattering of frozen particles is

highly polarized in the upper troposphere throughout

the tropics and midlatitude jet regions, indicating that

these particles are horizontally oriented.

GPM and TRMM data have been used to further im-

prove quantitative precipitation estimates over land

within the United States (e.g., Wen et al. 2016; Kirstetter

et al. 2015) and internationally (e.g., Libertino et al. 2016).

For example, Petkovic and Kummerow (2015) identi-

fied bias sources for the GMI algorithm for a flood

event. Tan et al. (2016) compared error sources in

IMERG attributable to individual instruments and

found that the most reliable IMERG estimates come

from passive radiometers, which is important for ap-

plying these estimates in hydrological studies. Maggioni

et al. (2014) and Wright et al. (2017) provide error

models in fine-resolution precipitation products for

satellite hydrology applications. In other advances, Lin

et al. (2015) developed a framework for dynamical

precipitation downscaling through assimilating 6-h Na-

tional Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)

Stage IV data using theWRF four-dimensional variational

data assimilation (4D-Var) system.

i. Efforts toward advancing precipitation in climate

models

GPM’s estimates of cloud/precipitation microphysics,

convective/stratiform separation, and latent heat release

FIG. 4-4. GPM-CO observations of Hurricane Nate at 2258 UTC 7 Oct 2017 as it makes

landfall.
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in the atmosphere may improve the parameterization

and initialization of climate models (Hagos et al. 2014;

Tapiador et al. 2017). For example, using GPM field

campaign data, Adirosi et al. (2016) compared raindrop

size distributions to modeled size distributions and Tao

et al. (2013) investigated the diurnal structure of pre-

cipitation, while Iguchi et al. (2014) used cloud resolving

models to study melting-layer structure in mixed-phase

precipitation and Colle et al. (2017) viewed the structure

and evolution of warm frontal precipitation. In con-

junction with other satellite datasets, Hill et al. (2016)

used GPM data to confirm that the most modern global

atmospheric reanalysis (ERA-Interim, produced by the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Fore-

casts [ECMWF]), and global models tend to generate

convection too early in the day affecting latent heat

estimates.

The GPMmission is currently in extended operations

after successfully completing its 3-yr prime mission

lifetime on orbit. The GPM-CO has fuel on board that

could last for more than a decade, which provides sig-

nificant opportunities for additional measurements to

maximize the scientific and societal benefits of the mis-

sion (contingent on instrument health). GPM will

generate a consistent, uniform, and long-term next-

generation precipitation record that covers the TRMM

and GPM eras, potentially stretching to a 30-yr or more

record depending on GPM-CO operations.

4. Weather monitoring and prediction

The first weather satellites simply took static pictures

of Earth from space. Throughout the 1960s, NASA

launched its first series of Earth-observing, polar-orbit-

ing satellites: the TIROS missions. Ten experimental

TIROS satellites were launched between 1960 and 1965,

with nine operational TIROS satellites following be-

tween 1966 and 1969. TIROS-1 provided a glimpse of

Earth’s synoptic cloud patterns. The first complete view

of the world’s cloud patterns was compiled from 450

individual images from TIROS-9 on 13 February 1965

(Fig. 4-5). While crude by today’s standard, it provided

the long-sought-after global image of Earth’s weather.

The TIROS satellites were designed to be experimen-

tal—to prove whether scientists could effectively study

Earth’s weather from space; their success led to the

launch of the TIROS-N series of satellites in 1978. The

early TIROS-N satellites carried the AVHRR, pro-

viding day-and-night observations of clouds, oceans, and

ice and snow, as well as the TIROSOperational Vertical

Sounder (TOVS), which provided temperature and

water vapor information from Earth’s surface to the

uppermost layer of the atmosphere.

The vertically integrated water vapor content of the

atmosphere over the ocean is measured through clouds

in the microwave portion of the spectrum (Alishouse

et al. 1990). The SSM/I radiometer measurements were

used to retrieve total precipitable water (TPW) opera-

tionally in support of weather forecasting. Other mi-

crowave instruments have been designed for a similar

purpose, such as the Advanced Microwave Sounding

Unit (AMSU) and the AMSR-E. Weather forecasters

use animations of TPW to support prediction of heavy

precipitation. From these animations, scientists de-

veloped the Morphed Integrated Microwave Imagery

(MIMIC), which blends microwave retrievals to provide

forecasters with a visualization of meteorological phe-

nomena such as atmospheric rivers and tropical storms

(Wimmers and Velden 2011). Using these images,

forecasters monitored tongues of moisture from the

tropical oceans that can cause heavy rain and flooding

when they encounter land.

a. Nimbus satellites

The seven satellites of the Nimbus program were

launched into a sun-synchronous polar orbit between

FIG. 4-5. The first complete global montage of the world’s cloud patterns. Compiled from

TIROS-9 observations on 13 Feb 1965 (image source: NOAA Central Library).
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1964 and 1978. The nation’s first research program based

on satellite remote sensing, Nimbus made many con-

tributions to our understanding of Earth and meteorol-

ogy, including global images of clouds and large weather

systems from Nimbus-1. Nimbus-2 (1966–69) carried a

medium-resolution infrared radiometer that mapped

the distribution of atmospheric water vapor and carbon

dioxide. Launched in 1969, Nimbus-3 carried the Satel-

lite Infrared Spectrometer (SIRS) and the Infrared In-

terferometer Spectrometer (IRIS) for measuring the

emission spectra of the Earth–atmosphere system. IRIS

provided the first high-spectral-resolution (5 cm21) in-

frared observations of Earth and became a reference for

fingerprinting chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) from obser-

vations three decades later. Nimbus-4 (1970–80) flew

infrared sounders and collected global observations of

the ozone layer while Nimbus-5 (1972–83) made initial

estimates of rainfall over the oceans with the Infrared

Temperature Profile Radiometer (ITPR) and the first

microwave sounding device [the Nimbus E Microwave

Spectrometer (NEMS)]. Improved atmospheric sound-

ing was made possible with Nimbus-6 (1975–83) and its

HIRS. Nimbus-7 carried eight experiments collecting

data between 1978 and 1994. The seven Nimbus mis-

sions made unique observations that advanced the study

of Earth sciences, in both science and technology.

Measurements from theNimbus-3 SIRS and the IRIS

were used to demonstrate the capability of deriving

atmospheric temperature profiles. Measurements at sev-

eral wavelengths near an absorption band of a well-mixed

gas, such as the 15-mmband of carbon dioxide or the 5-mm

band of oxygen, combined with the radiative transfer

equation can be used to retrieve vertical temperature

profiles consistent with the measured radiances (Chahine

1968; Smith 1968). This research laid the groundwork for

instruments flown on many follow-on satellite missions.

Water vapor profiles have been retrieved from satellite

measurements by some of the same methods used to re-

trieve atmospheric temperature. Satellite measurements

of water vapor from space go back to the Nimbus-7

satellite’s Limb Infrared Monitor of the Stratosphere

(LIMS) and the Stratospheric and Mesospheric Sounder

(SAMS). Both instruments made observations at the

6-mm spectral region in the infrared to detect thermal

emissions from the atmosphere. These water vapor mea-

surements were continued with the TOVS package, which

included the HIRS. Since that time, satellite instruments

measuring infrared energy have been used to observe

water vapor in the troposphere and stratosphere.

b. Geostationary satellites

Fueled by earlier successes with experimental sensors,

scientists quickly realized the importance of cloud

observations from a geostationary platform for weather

forecasting. This orbit made it possible to monitor

weather at the same approximate locations continu-

ously. Great strides were made as routine imaging from

the geostationary perspective quickly moved from the

concept to the experimental and then operational

stages; the experimental phase began in the mid-1960s,

while the operational phase began in the mid-1970s

and continues to this day. Satellites in geostationary

orbit routinely monitor phenomena such as clouds,

convection, hurricanes, fires, smoke, surface tempera-

tures, atmospheric motions, snow cover, fog, and vol-

canic ash plumes.

Professor Verner E. Suomi defined the concept for a

‘‘cloud camera’’ on a geostationary satellite in 1964

(Lewis et al. 2018). This ‘‘storm patrol’’ would monitor

the full disk every 10 min as storms and other weather

phenomena develop. The era of imaging weather pat-

terns from the geostationary perspective began on

6 December 1966 with the launch of an experimental

sensor [Spin-Scan Cloudcover Camera (SSCC)] on

board the Applications Technology Satellite-1 (ATS-1;

Suomi and Parent 1968). Although the full disk (or

hemispheric view) imagery from the SSCC was ‘‘only’’

every 20 min, the time series animations of the Earth

were still revolutionary. Because images were in the

visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum, the SSCC

only provided imagery during the day. This shortcoming

was addressed when IR sensors were added to the

VISSR on the Synchronous Meteorological Satellite

(SMS) launched in 1974.

The first operational follow-on satellite was GOES-1,

launched in October 1975 (Davis 2007). Launched as

GOES-A, it was then designated GOES-1 after attain-

ing its geostationary orbit. Similar to SMS-1, theGOES-

1 imager carried a visible and IR sensor, supplying

operational imagery for the first time. The real-time

monitoring of clouds was a major advance in weather

monitoring that transformed short-term weather fore-

casting (Benjamin et al. 2018). Animations of satellite

images from geostationary satellites would also dra-

matically change how forecasters delivered weather in-

formation to the public (Henson 2010). AsGOES-2 and

-3 were clones of GOES-1, the next step forward in ge-

ostationary weather satellites came in 1980 on the

GOES-4 series, with the VAS (Menzel and Purdom

1994). While VAS was an experimental sensor on an

operational spacecraft, it provided vertical profiling of

atmospheric temperature and moisture in clear skies.

From these measurements atmospheric stability pa-

rameters could be estimated. The VAS also provided

more accurate cloud properties, over those from the

imager alone.
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The next advances in weather monitoring with geo-

stationary satellites arrived with the GOES I-M series,

starting with the launch of GOES-I (which became

GOES-8) on 13 April 1994. The latest enhancements

to better monitor Earth (Menzel and Purdom 1994)

included one additional spectral band and finer spa-

tial resolutions (e.g., from 7–14 km to 4–8 km,

depending on the spectral band). The calibration per-

formance was also improved. The GOES-8 spacecraft

was three-axis stabilized, as opposed to the spin-scan

design of the earlier instruments. With a three-axis

design, the instrument spends less time looking into

space as the spacecraft spins, allowing for a longer

dwell time collecting imagery of Earth. In addition, the

GOES-8 Imager exhibited less striping and a higher

number of bits per pixel. The transition to GOES-12

and beyond showed even finer spatial resolution for the

water vapor band, going from nominally 8 to 4 km.

Spacecraft improvements on GOES-13, -14, and -15

allowed for more routine imaging during satellite

eclipse times previously associated with periods of data

outages. This era of geostationary platforms brought

numerous science advances in the area of convection,

turbulence, convective indices, total precipitable wa-

ter, and fire detection and monitoring. Data assimila-

tion from atmospheric sounding IR and microwave

measurements improved weather forecasting and set

the stage for advanced high-spectral-resolution IR

observations.

The GOES-R series has led to significant scientific

and technological advances over previous generations

with the launch ofGOES-16 on 19 November 2016 (the

first in a series of four satellites); GOES-S (GOES-17)

was launched on 1 March 2018. The Advanced Baseline

Imager (ABI) on board the GOES-R series is a state-of-

the-art 16-band radiometer, with spectral bands cover-

ing the visible, near-infrared, and infrared portions of

the electromagnetic spectrum (Fig. 4-6). Compared to

the legacy series of GOES imagers, the ABI boasts im-

proved spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution; ra-

diometrics; and image navigation/registration (Schmit

et al. 2017, 2018; Goodman et al. 2018).

Other countries are looking to achieve similar imager

improvements with their own upgraded sensor designs.

For example, Japan launched the Advanced Himawari

Imager (AHI) in 2014; similar in design to the ABI, the

AHI has a green channel (0.51 mm) in place of theABI’s

1.38-mm channel. Other advanced satellite imagers are

planned on geostationary weather satellite programs

for Meteosat Third Generation (MTG), South Korea,

and China, among others. These geostationary imagers,

along with those from the United States, form a global

constellation of similar satellite instrumentation and

usher in the modern era of advanced Earth monitoring

from the geostationary perspective. These modern ob-

servations are orders of magnitude improved compared

to legacy systems.

Compared to GOES legacy imager systems, the ABI

and AHI have more spectral bands, higher spatial

resolution, and a better coverage rate. Other areas of

improvements include the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),

noise equivalent delta temperature (NEdT), the num-

ber of bits per pixel, image navigation and registration,

and on-orbit visible calibration. None of the previous

GOES imagers included a ‘‘blue’’ visible band, or a

band sensitive to aerosols, which is key for building

a natural color image, aerosol detection, and charac-

terization. The last available true color image over

the United States from the geostationary perspective

was attained with ATS-3 launched in 1967; ATS-3

had three visible bands, centered at the red, green,

and blue wavelengths whereas the generation of GOES

prior to GOES-16 had just one visible band, rendering

true color imagery impossible. With 16 spectral bands

the ABI/AHI allows for a host of new or improved

derived quantitative products. These include, but are

not limited to: radiances, imagery, aerosol detection

and optical depth and particle size, clear sky mask,

cloud properties, atmospheric motion vectors, stabil-

ity indices, shortwave radiation, fire characterization,

hurricane intensity, land surface temperature, sea sur-

face temperature, snow cover, ice properties, total

precipitable water, and volcanic ash and sulfuric acid

detection.

c. Convection

With the advent of satellite imagery, scientists were

quick to begin assessing and analyzing atmospheric

conditions and storm life cycle information (Houze

2018). The axis of the jet stream was estimated from

cloud patterns observed from polar-orbiting satellites.

All types of thunderstorms are recognizable by temporal

imagery from satellites. Purdom (1976) demonstrated

how to use satellite imagery to detect organization and

cumulus cloud development as well as squall line for-

mation. In addition, analysis of outflow boundaries on

satellite imagery demonstrated that they could interact

with an adjacent storm, thereby increasing the intensity

of both storms.

It was satellite observations that led to the discov-

ery of mesoscale convective complexes (MCCs), a

complex of individual storms that covers a large area

(100 000 km2; Maddox 1980). Like squall lines, MCCs

are long lived, lasting for more than 6 h. MCCs often

begin forming in the late afternoon and evening and

reach mature stages during the night and toward dawn.
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In satellite images, MCCs appear as a cluster of thun-

derstorms that gives the appearance of a large circular

storm with cold cloud-top temperatures below 2408C.

MCCs are responsible for much of the summer rainfall

in the midwestern United States, with their size, dura-

tion, and high degree of organization recognizable using

infrared satellite imagery (Maddox 1980). Early satellite

data aided in assigning the location of severe weather

watches. Today we see satellite soundings being used

operationally by forecasters to gain a 3D situational

awareness of the mesoscale preconvective environment

(Wheeler et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2018).

Overshooting tops on thunderstorms often indicate a

high likelihood of severe weather associated with that

storm. Satellite infrared images of severe thunderstorm

anvils often exhibit an ‘‘enhanced-V,’’ a V-shaped re-

gion of colder cloud tops extending downwind from the

thunderstorm updraft. The V-shaped results from ad-

vection by the strong winds near the tropopause. A

warmer ‘‘wake’’ is seen downstream (McCann 1983;

Negri 1982; Heymsfield et al. 1983; Heymsfield and

Blackmer 1988; Adler et al. 1983). The enhanced-V

indicates a very strong updraft, and therefore a higher

potential for severe weather. Forecasters use the

enhanced-V and overshooting top features to support

severe thunderstorm nowcasting and issue appropriate

warnings (Bedka and Khlopenkov 2016). Satellite im-

ages of above-anvil cirrus plumes (AACPs) exhibit

unique temperature and reflectance patterns and are

easily identified in 1-min ‘‘super rapid scan’’ geosta-

tionary observations. Bedka et al. (2018) demonstrated

that 73% of significant severe weather reports were

produced by AACP storms and that the presence of an

AACP can increase confidence in a forecast of large hail.

d. Tropical storms

Satellite imagery offered a critical opportunity to

monitor hurricanes and tropical storms, particularly in

FIG. 4-6. GOES-16 16-band ABI on 8 Sep 2017 showing the 2 visible, 4 NIR, and 10 IR spectral bands.
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areas where conventional measurements are unavail-

able (Emanuel 2019). The Dvorak technique (Dvorak

1975, 1984) was developed to determine hurricane and

tropical storm intensity and was based on infrared im-

agery from geostationary observations. The technique

matches satellite IR and VIS images to a number of

possible pattern types from which a tropical (T) number

and a current intensity (CI) number are derived. These

indices were correlated with aircraft observations of

storm intensity to derive the intensity of the storm under

observation. The Dvorak technique continues to be the

standard method for estimating tropical cyclone (TC)

intensity where aircraft reconnaissance is not available.

An update to this method, the advanced Dvorak tech-

nique (ADT) alleviates limitations found within the

original Dvorak technique while remaining an easy-to-

use TC intensity estimation guidance tool (Velden et al.

1998; Olander and Velden 2007). These measurements

remain at the heart of today’s operational satellite hur-

ricane intensity estimates. Observations at microwave

wavelengths were also developed to estimate hurricane

intensity (Kidder et al. 1978; Velden and Smith 1983;

Velden et al. 1984). The microwave observations mea-

sure the radial gradient of the warm core from which

wind speeds can be derived (Kidder et al. 1980; Demuth

et al. 2004).WithGOES-16 andGOES-17, the increased

frequency of imagery will help with analyzing center

location and identification. In particular, GOES-16/-17

will make it easier to identify and track the low-level

center of developing systems in the low cloud lines.

In addition to geostationary satellite data, passive

microwave imagery from low-Earth-orbiting satellites

(GPM, AMSR-2, SSM/I) assists in locating TC centers

and monitoring TC structural evolution, such as eyewall

replacement cycles. Satellite ocean surface vector winds

from scatterometers (ASCAT) are also important in

monitoring TC development, center location, intensity,

and wind field structure. While hurricane track forecast

accuracy has improved since 1990, there has been little

improvement in intensity forecast accuracy. A new

NASAmission, the CycloneGlobal Navigation Satellite

System (CYGNSS) uses eight microsatellites that will

make accurate measurements of the winds at the ocean

surface (Ruf et al. 2013), leading to better estimates of

storm intensity.

e. Atmospheric motion vectors

Tracking clouds in a sequence of satellite imagery

provides a means of estimating winds. Scientists observe

the location of the same cloud in successive satellite

images with a known time difference and measure the

change in distance and direction (Hubert and Whitney

1971). Tracking cloud movements quickly became a

methodology for defining flow patterns in the atmo-

sphere (Hubert andWhitney 1971) with the beginning of

the geostationary satellite era. The temporal resolution

of the GOES imagery made tracking cloud movements

and cloud motion vectors (CMVs) routine. The ob-

served CMVs were used in initializing flow patterns in

numerical weather prediction (NWP)models, especially

over the oceans. A challenge to using cloud motion

vectors in NWP is an accurate assignment of the cloud

height. Analysis methods such as the CO2 slicing ap-

proach improved cloud height assignment while the

GOES water vapor channel (6.7 mm) was used to de-

velop water vapor winds and track atmospheric motion

vectors (AMVs) in the upper troposphere (Velden 1987;

Weldon and Holmes 1991). AMVs derived from cloud-

drift motions are assimilated into NWP models and led

to improved forecasts (e.g., Gelaro et al. 2010). The

International Winds Working Group was established in

1991 and holds biennial meetings to discuss and co-

ordinate research and developments in data production,

verification/validation procedures, and assimilation

techniques.

f. Turbulence

Aviation turbulence can be grouped into two distinct

categories: in cloud and clear air. Transverse band (or

radial cirrus) signatures in satellite imagery are a com-

mon feature in the life cycle of a thunderstorm (Lenz

et al. 2009). Areas of strong atmospheric turbulence

over large regions are often characterized by extensive

cloud cover, which sometimes contains well-defined

transverse cirrus bands as observed in visible or in-

frared satellite imagery (Ellrod 1985). Transverse bands

are also found near jet streams, the outflow of tropical

cyclones, and the warm conveyor belt of midlatitude

cyclones. Knox et al. (2010) provide a literature review

and present detailed examples of the transverse band

signature in satellite imagery.

Mountain, or lee, waves are caused when air flows

over mountain ridges within a stably stratified atmo-

sphere (Durran 1986). Strong vertical motions gener-

ated by the oscillating air currents of mountain waves

can lead to turbulence. Clouds that form in the lee of

mountain ranges are in rows almost parallel to the ter-

rain disturbing the flow; these cloud signatures have

been observed in satellite imagery (e.g., Fritz 1965;

Ernst 1976; Ellrod 1985). In the absence of sufficient

moisture in the atmosphere, wave clouds will not form,

despite the fact that a well-developed lee wave and as-

sociated turbulence may exist. The 6.7-mm water vapor

channel on satellite instruments has been used to study

clear-air turbulence. Building on these early results,

Uhlenbrock et al. (2007) analyzed MODIS 6.7-mm
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images with a 1-km nadir spatial resolution to study

mountain wave patterns in conjunction with the turbu-

lence severity noted by pilot reports (PIREPs). That

study found that waves exhibiting interference-type

patterns were concurrent with reports of high amounts

of turbulence.

g. Lightning

In addition to the ABI, each of the GOES-R series

spacecraft hosts a Geostationary Lightning Mapper

(GLM), which is new to the geostationary orbit

(Goodman et al. 2013). This instrument monitors total

lightning, detecting the majority of lightning flashes,

with a nearly uniform storm-scale spatial resolution of

8 km across most of the hemisphere with a product re-

fresh rate of less than 20 s (Christian et al. 1989;

Goodman et al. 2013). The GLM complements the ABI

information for nowcasting and short-term forecasting

of rapidly developing and severe convective weather

(Goodman et al. 2013; Stano et al. 2014; Gravelle et al.

2016). The GLM will extend the lightning and thun-

derstorm climatology of the Western Hemisphere ini-

tially established by TRMM (Cecil et al. 2014; Albrecht

et al. 2016).

h. Precipitation

TRMM data were heavily used by operational fore-

cast centers (e.g., Rappaport et al. 2009) and the tropical

cyclone science community, and played an important

role in the monitoring and analysis of tropical cyclones

(e.g., Blake and Pasch 2010; Kimberlain and Brennan

2011). The data helped establish key characteristics of

the distribution and variation of rainfall in tropical cy-

clones as a function of intensity, stage of development,

and environmental conditions (e.g., Lonfat et al. 2004;

Chen et al. 2006). Both sea surface temperature (SST)

and rainfall data from TRMM were often utilized to

investigate the mechanisms responsible for storm gen-

esis and rapid intensification (e.g., Braun 2010; Vianna

et al. 2010). With its higher spatial resolution and fre-

quent sampling in the 108–378 latitude bands important

for cyclone formation, TRMM data were frequently

used for detecting the location and intensity of tropical

cyclones, allowing for;500 tropical cyclone center fixes

per year by operational centers.

In combination with quantitative error characteriza-

tion, GPM’s precipitation-affected radiances and in-

stantaneous precipitation rates have been assimilated

into weather forecasting and data assimilation systems

to improve 4D reanalysis. In fact, the GPM-CO data are

being used operationally by the ECMWF (Geer et al.

2017). Assimilating satellite observations from micro-

wave imagers such as GMI in cloudy and precipitating

regions provides critical constraints on atmospheric

parameters in dynamically sensitive regions and makes

significant impacts on weather forecast accuracy. M.-J.

Kim et al. (2017, unpublished manuscript) describe a

framework to assimilate GMI all-sky (including cloud

and precipitation affected) radiance data into the God-

dard Earth Observing SystemModel, version 5 (GEOS-

5), that will become part of the NASAGlobal Modeling

andAssimilationOffice’s (GMAO) operational forecast

system in 2018. Similarly, S. Q. Zhang et al. (2017) have

developed an ensemble data assimilation system for the

NASA Unified Weather Research and Forecasting

(NU-WRF) Model, which can optimally integrate the

information from high-resolution numerical model

predictions and from GPM satellite data.

i. Atmospheric sounding

Atmospheric soundings are profiles of temperature

and moisture that provide forecasters critical in-

formation on the structure and state of the atmosphere,

such as instability, surface inversion, dry air layers, or

cold air aloft. Nearly a century ago the first profile

measurements were made with instruments attached to

balloons, known as radiosondes, that measure the ver-

tical atmosphere as a series of point-source measure-

ments along the balloon path. Radiosondes have since

become indispensable in achieving and maintaining

high-quality forecasts. However, despite hundreds of

daily launches, their sparse sampling and concentration

over land in the Northern Hemisphere leaves large parts

of the atmosphere unobserved. Satellites provide the

only platform capable of consistently observing the en-

tire planet on a routine basis.

In the 1950s scientists began to propose using remote

sensing measurements of atmospheric gas concentra-

tions to infer temperature structure. For example,

King (1958) proposed that measurements at several

tangential viewing angles could provide information

on temperature structure with altitude. Kaplan (1959)

suggested atmospheric profiling could be accomplished

with measurements in several carefully selected spectral

intervals by inverting the process of radiative transfer.

Temperature profiles are derived using the emission

from CO2 bands, assuming a known CO2 profile, and

then concentrations of moisture are inferred from the

water vapor in thermal emission bands. The different

transmission characteristics of each band are used to

derive information on temperature from different opti-

cal depths into the atmosphere. This method remains

the basis for most operational temperature sounders

used today.

Routine atmospheric temperature sounding mea-

surements began with the Vertical Temperature Profile
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Radiometer (VTPR) instruments on board the NOAA-2

through NOAA-5 satellites that operated from 1972 to

1979. These infrared radiometers had six temperature-

sounding channels from 13 to 15 mm, plus a water vapor

channel at 18 mm, and another channel in the 11-mm at-

mospheric window. The TOVS consisted of three in-

struments: HIRS/2, Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU),

and Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU). Based on the

HIRS instrument originally flown on Nimbus-6, the

HIRS/2 is a 20-channel infrared radiometer with 12

temperature sounding channels covering both the 15-

and 4.3-mm CO2 bands, in addition to water vapor,

ozone, and atmospheric windows. SSU, a development

of the Pressure Modulated Radiometer (PMR) instru-

ment, also flew onNimbus-6. This sensor measured CO2

emission at 669 cm21 using three different pressure

modulator cells (at 1.5, 5, and 15 hPa) for stratospheric

temperature sounding.

The presence of clouds is the primary source of error

in satellite sounding observations as an opaque cloud in

the instrument field of view blocks transmittance from

below the cloud. Removing the effects of clouds entirely

from passive infrared observations is difficult, but

methods exist to ameliorate them. For example, cloud

clearing (e.g., Smith 1968) clusters coincident infra-

red and microwave radiance measurements to allow

sounding observations of the clear-sky atmosphere

around broken cloud fields. Microwave radiances are far

less sensitive to nonprecipitation clouds than infrared

observations.

The MSU was a four-channel microwave radiometer

sounding the O2 band across the 57-GHz oxygen band;

at these frequencies clouds have a high transparency

that reduces the effect of cloud on the temperature

sounding. Consisting of two instruments that improved

on the HIRS/2 and MSU, the Advanced TOVS

(ATOVS) first flew on NOAA-15 in 1998. With spectral

channels similar to HIRS/2, the HIRS/3 is a 20-channel

infrared radiometer, while HIRS/4 had improved spatial

resolution and was flown on NOAA-18 and NOAA-19.

The MSU and SSU were eventually replaced with the

AMSU, a 20-channel microwave radiometer designed

for temperature and water vapor sounding.

Accurate observations of temperature and humidity

are critically important to NWP. Sophisticated methods

that accurately account for errors allow NWP systems to

customize and optimize to produce the best forecasts

possible. In the 1990s, NCEP and ECMWF introduced

the direct assimilation of satellite radiances instead of

rawinsonde-like retrieved (Benjamin et al. 2018; Derber

and Wu 1998). Global forecast models assimilate radi-

ance channels in the longwave infrared band because

these are well characterized and stable (Eyre and

Lorenc 1989; Benjamin et al. 2018). This approach has

been shown to produce a positive impact on NWP (e.g.,

McNally and Vesperini 1996). Direct assimilating of

more spectral channels, such as those sensitive to water

vapor and ozone absorption, as well as retrieved profiles

of temperature, mixing ratio, and trace gases remain

important research topics, especially as computational

capability and error accounting continue to improve

(e.g., Jones and Stensrud 2012). There are efforts to

assimilate retrieved parameters from satellite observa-

tions. Cloud properties from near-real-time retrievals of

Minnis et al. (2008) are being assimilated in various

models in both operational and experimental WRF

models. For example, assimilation of hourly cloud-top

pressure and temperature in the NOAA operational

Rapid Refresh model (Benjamin et al. 2016) improved

forecasts. Chen et al. (2015, 2016) assimilated cloud

water path and found improved WRF analyses and

forecasts of temperature and winds, as well as improved

threat scores for precipitation. Jones et al. (2016) also

assimilate cloud water path into a high-resolution WRF

for severe storm prediction. Much remains to be done to

maximize the value of satellite observations in NWP

models because only a fraction of the available in-

formation is being used operationally.

Under the original POES program, NOAA aimed to

maintain operational satellites in two different sun-

synchronous polar orbits: one with a southward equa-

tor crossing at around 0730 local time (morning orbit)

and one with a northward equator crossing at around

1430 local time (afternoon orbit) so that coverage of any

point is repeated every 6 h.With the launch ofMetOp-A

in 2006, EUMETSAT took over responsibility for the

morning orbit. This satellite, the first of three, contains

both HIRS/4 and AMSU instruments (for continuity) as

well as new instruments for temperature sounding: an

infrared Fourier-transform spectrometer and a global

positioning system (GPS) receiver.

AfterNOAA-19 (launched in 2009), theUnited States

planned to merge the NOAA and military polar-

orbiting weather satellite programs into the National

Polar-Orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite

System (NPOESS). The NPP (NPOESS Preparatory

Project) satellite was launched inOctober 2011 and later

renamed Suomi NPP. While the NPOESS project has

been abandoned, the NOAA component continued as

the Joint Polar Satellite System (JPSS) in the afternoon

orbits; the military program continued with the Defense

Weather Satellite System (DWSS) in the morning or-

bits. The SNPP and JPSS-1 and -2 satellites contain two

new instruments for temperature sounding: the Cross-

Track Infrared Sounder (CrIS), an infrared Fourier-

transform spectrometer; and the Advanced Technology
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Microwave Sounder (ATMS), which is an improved

version of AMSU.

j. Hyperspectral infrared sounders

The observing capability of early sounders was limited

to measuring only one or two broad layers of the vertical

atmosphere, but as NWP systems improved, the impact

of these satellite observations on the forecast decreased.

It took the development of new satellite sounding

technology to address this shortcoming. Hyperspectral

sounders now scan the infrared portion of the electro-

magnetic spectrum with thousands of channels spec-

trally narrow enough to resolve the thermodynamic

structure and chemical composition in fine enough detail

to continue to improve forecasts (Smith et al. 2009).

The launch of NASA’s Aqua platform in 2002 with a

pair of microwave and hyperspectral infrared sounders

enabled a true 3D observational capability for the first

time. These instruments observe Earth’s atmosphere

with uniform sampling at multiple pressure layers from

the surface to the top of the atmosphere. This 3D ob-

serving capability has become an invaluable component

of NWP, real-time weather forecasting, and storm

analysis, so much so that 15 years later, high-spectral-

resolution infrared sounders in LEO include the At-

mospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS; Aumann et al.

2003) on Aqua, the Infrared Atmospheric Sounder In-

terferometer (IASI; Cayla and Pascale 1995) on the

EUMETSAT MetOp satellites, and the CrIS (Glumb

et al. 2002), which is scheduled to be in LEO well

into 2040.

Microwave observations enable soundings in both

clear and nonprecipitating cloudy-sky conditions, while

hyperspectral infrared observations enable soundings in

clear-sky regions but at much higher vertical resolution.

Ferraro et al. (2005) showed the importance of micro-

wave sounders to weather forecasting and analysis, in

particular with regard to low-level moisture plume

transport and the relation to precipitation, while a

number of studies demonstrated how high-spectral-

resolution infrared sounder data improve global NWP

forecasts out to 7 days (Chahine et al. 2006; Le Marshall

et al. 2006; Jones and Stensrud 2012). These instruments

help capture the full picture of the atmospheric state in

clear and cloudy scenes.

Apart from improvements to NWP, these well cali-

brated high-spectral-resolution radiance measurements

from satellites ushered in a new era of weather appli-

cations that use the retrieved sounding products, not the

raw radiances (e.g., Smith 1991; Hilton et al. 2012;Weisz

et al. 2015; Berndt et al. 2016, 2017; Berndt and Folmer

2018; Iturbide-Sanchez et al. 2018; Smith et al. 2018;

Wheeler et al. 2018). National Weather Service (NWS)

forecasters need independent observations to verify

NWPmodels in real time. An improvement in one NWP

model may cause disagreement with another, and sat-

ellite sounding observations help forecasters determine

which NWP model best reflects conditions on the

ground as the storm system evolves.

Because of the thousands of spectral channels, com-

putationally fast methods for retrieving atmospheric

profiles from radiance measurements are required for

operational use. Two of the most common methods to

retrieve soundings from radiance measurements are

linear regression (Weisz et al. 2007; Smith et al. 2012;

Weisz et al. 2013) and optimal estimation (Rodgers

2000). In 2008, NOAA adopted the NOAA Unique

Combined Atmospheric Processing System (NUCAPS;

Sun et al. 2017; Gambacorta and Barnet 2018; Nalli et al.

2018a,b) to generate sounding products operationally. A

NUCAPS sounding is a compound product and includes

temperature and water vapor profiles, column amounts

of trace gases (O3, CO, CH4, SO2, HNO3, CO2, and

N2O), and cloud and surface properties.

NUCAPS achieves high accuracy by running a re-

gression retrieval that uses all infrared and microwave

spectral channels (Goldberg et al. 2003) to generate a

first guess for the optimal estimation retrieval step. This

final retrieval step improves upon the regression first

guess by using a radial transfer model (RTM) with

carefully selected subsets of channels (Gambacorta and

Barnet 2013) to sequentially retrieve thermodynamic

and composition parameters. With this approach,

NUCAPS is computationally fast enough to meet the

operational needs but benefits from the accuracy and

error accounting enabled by RTM calculations for each

sounding. NUCAPS is the AIRS heritage algorithm

(Susskind et al. 2003) and the NOAA operational sys-

tem for all LEO platforms—MetOp-A/-B, SNPP, and

the JPSS series—and retrieves soundings in clear and

partly cloudy atmospheres with high vertical resolution

(an order of magnitude higher than coincident micro-

wave sounders alone or broadband infrared sounders on

GEO platforms) and associated error estimates. Oper-

ational forecasters depend on error estimates to un-

derstand and use these products correctly.

After more than a decade of concerted efforts in

product validation with dedicated field campaigns and

in situ measurements (Nalli et al. 2013, 2016, 2018a,b;

Sun et al. 2017), NUCAPS recently became available

within the NWS Advanced Weather Interactive Pro-

cessing System II (AWIPS-II). This allows forecasters to

test and evaluate NUCAPS products interactively

against heritage products. As a result, new applications

are emerging that draw not only on the vertical in-

formation of each sounding but also on the spatial
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information from the full swath of soundings (Smith

et al. 2018). NUCAPS soundings describe the variation

in atmospheric features (e.g., instability, stratospheric

O3 intrusions, biomass burning plumes, or cold air aloft)

as well as the atmospheric state around these features

(e.g., gradients of temperature and moisture content).

Field campaigns such as the 2016 NOAAEl Niño Rapid

Response (Dole et al. 2018) and 2019 Fire Influence on

Regional andGlobalEnvironmentsExperiment (FIREX)

continue to help assess product accuracy as well as prod-

uct suitability in various applications.

In December 2016, China launched its next-generation

geostationary meteorological satellite Fengyun-4-01

(FY-4-01) carrying the Geosynchronous Interferometric

Infrared Sounder (GIIRS). An infrared hyperspectral

vertical sounder with 1650 spectral channels, the

GIIRS is the first spaceborne interferometer to fly in

geostationary orbit. EUMETSAT plans to have a hy-

perspectral sounder in geostationary orbit by 2023 and

as part of their Meteosat Third Generation program.

k. GPS-RO

The GPS network provides high-precision navigation.

The system consists of satellite signals and a network of

support stations that receive data. These GPS satellite

signals are slowed by the atmosphere, which results in a

delay in the signal’s arrival as compared to the signal’s

propagation in space. Radio signals from GPS satellites

are refracted as they travel through the atmosphere, and

the amount of refraction can be measured from other

satellites. As one satellite sets or rises with respect to the

other, sequences of refraction angles are measured.

These measurements can be converted into a vertical

profile of the index of refraction of the atmosphere and

thus into a vertical temperature sounding with high

vertical resolution (Ware et al. 1996; Kursinski et al.

1997, 2000; Kuo et al. 2004). Radio occultation sounding

is often referred to as Global Positioning System Radio

Occultation (GPS-RO).

The joint Taiwan–U.S. Constellation Observing

System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate

(COSMIC)/Formosa Satellite Mission 3 (COSMIC/

FORMOSAT-3, hereafter COSMIC) mission was

launched in April 2006 and consisted of a constellation

of six microsatellites. The data include electron counts

in the ionosphere and, key for weather, atmospheric

profiles of temperature, moisture, and pressure in the

troposphere and stratosphere. GPS-RO soundings

have had a positive impact on numerical weather

forecasting (Luntama et al. 2008; Cucurull 2010; Healy

et al. 2005; Anthes 2011).

Feltz et al. (2014) demonstrated that the COSMIC

GPS-RO network has the spatial coverage, time

continuity, and stability to provide a common reference

for comparison of the microwave and infrared sounder

profile products. The GPS-RO dry temperature was

useful for evaluating microwave and infrared sounder

temperature profiles in the 300–10-hPa region.

5. Atmospheric composition (trace gases and

aerosols)

a. Nadir backscatter UV instruments

Nadir UV instruments measure the solar radiation

backscattered by the Earth in the Hartley–Huggins

ozone absorption band (250–340 nm). This measure-

ment series started in April 1970 with the launch of the

Backscatter Ultraviolet Spectrometer (BUV) on the

Nimbus-4 satellite. Since that time, more than a dozen

such instruments have flown on various NASA, NOAA,

and international satellite platforms. Recent in-

struments have a hyperspectral capability and extended

wavelength range to measure boundary layer trace

gases, such as SO2, HCHO, BrO, and NO2.

Dave and Mateer (1967) first determined that esti-

mating ozone columns from nadir UV measurements is

theoretically possible. Mateer et al. (1971) then applied

the method to produce the first retrieved column and

profile data from the Nimbus-4 BUV. An improved

version of the BUV instrument, the Solar Backscatter

Ultraviolet radiometer (SBUV), was launched on the

Nimbus-7 satellite along with the Total Ozone Mapping

Spectrometer (TOMS). Based on the same measure-

ment principle, the TOMSwas designed to provide daily

global total ozone maps of the sunlit Earth while the

BUV/SBUV instruments only produce measurements

at the subsatellite locations along the orbit. The TOMS

mapping capability is now standard among recent nadir

UV instruments.

This TOMS instrument and its follow-ons have

played a key role in monitoring the polar ozone de-

pletion. The ozone hole, the unexpected precipitous

decline in the ozone column above Antarctica, was first

discovered in 1985 in ozone column data from a ground

instrument, a Dobson Spectrophotometer, at Halley

Bay, Antarctica (Farman et al. 1985). It exemplifies the

global and detrimental impact of human activity on

Earth’s atmosphere. The first satellite image (Fig. 4-7) of

the Antarctic ozone hole was produced from data from

the Nimbus-7 TOMS launched in 1978 and was pre-

sented at a symposium in 1985 (Bhartia et al. 1985). It

demonstrated that the ozone hole is a continental-scale

phenomenon. Nimbus-7 SBUV data further indicated

that the depletion was occurring in the lower strato-

sphere and had a strong seasonal cycle (Bhartia et al.
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1985). Published in popular print, this first TOMS image

of the ozone hole (e.g., Sullivan 1985) resonated with the

public, sounding an alarm on the human impact on our

atmosphere. TOMS and SBUV data documented the

beginnings of the ozone hole, while the earlierNimbus-4

BUV had established a baseline.

Successor instruments, such as the Ozone Monitoring

Instrument (OMI), continue the nearly four-decade-

long ozone column record. These continuous observa-

tions do not conclusively indicate that the ozone hole is

yet recovering, though they do show that its depth and

spatial extent have recently stabilized.

The TOMS and its follow-on instruments have also

been used to derive a long-term record of aerosol optical

depth over oceans and continents (Herman et al. 1997;

Torres et al. 1998). The methodology uses radiances in

the 330–380-nm range to retrieve optical depth and

single scattering albedo of tropospheric aerosols. The

TOMS aerosol index (AI) measures the change in

spectral contrast in the near ultraviolet due to radiative

transfer effects of aerosols in a Rayleigh scattering at-

mosphere. The approach detects aerosols over land and

ocean surfaces (Hsu et al. 1999). AI is positive for ab-

sorbing aerosols, near zero (60.2) in the presence of clouds

or large size (0.2 mm or larger) nonabsorbing aerosols and

negative for small-size nonabsorbing particles.

The retrieved aerosol properties have been applied to

the Nimbus-7 (January 1979–April 1993) and Earth

Probe (July 1996–December 2000) TOMS record. The

resulting time series shows the seasonal cycle of mineral

dust aerosols in the Northern Hemisphere and carbona-

ceous aerosols in the Southern Hemisphere. The effects

of two major volcanic eruptions of the last 40 years,

El Chichón in 1982 and Mt. Pinatubo in 1991, are distin-

guished in the TOMSAI record. The derived climatology

would illustrate the sources and spatial distribution pat-

terns of the most predominant aerosol types.

d From November to March, large aerosol amounts are

generated by biomass burning activities in the sub-

Sahelian region. Dense smoke plumes spread over the

Atlantic Ocean within 108 of the equator. The North-

ern Hemisphere component of this aerosol plume in

February is enhanced by the outset of the Saharan

dust flow.
d Saharan dust outbreaks characterize aerosols in the

spring months. Saharan dust outbreaks transport large

amounts of dust over the Mediterranean and the

Middle East.
d During April–June aerosols are intensively generated

in the Northern Hemisphere while the Southern

Hemisphere is relatively free of anthropogenic aero-

sols with an average value of about 0.3 over the oceans

and even smaller (less than 0.2) over the remote

continental regions of South America, South Africa,

and Australia.
d March–April in Central America, Southeast Asia, and

China marks the beginning of the Northern Hemi-

sphere biomass-burning season. The Central Ameri-

can smoke plume spreads both west over the Pacific

Ocean and northwest covering a vast area of the

western United States.
d June–August mark the easterly flow of dust from

northern Africa across the Atlantic Ocean. Intense

dust flow activity is also observed over other well-

known arid areas such as the Arabian Peninsula and

northern India.
d The intense Southern Hemisphere biomass-burning

season starts in July in central Africa. The smoke

plume from these fires is a persistent feature from July

to December. The peak of the biomass-burning season

in SouthAmerica takes place inAugust and September.

b. Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment

The Stratospheric Aerosol Measurement (SAM) and

Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment (SAGE)

advanced our knowledge of stratospheric aerosol char-

acteristics. Astronauts conducted the first SAM mea-

surements by pointing instruments at the sun tomeasure

path extinction. SAM II was a single wavelength (1 mm)

sun photometer carried on board the Nimbus-7 satel-

lite. SAGE I (launched 18 February 1979) used solar

FIG. 4-7. First image of the ozone hole over Antarctica from

TOMS data, which was first presented by Bhartia et al. (1985) and

first published by Callis and Natarajan (1986).
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attenuation in four spectral regions to yield altitude

profiles of aerosol extinction at wavelengths of 1000 and

450 nm, as well as profiles of ozone and nitrogen dioxide

concentration. These two satellite systems began a

global record of particulates in the upper atmosphere,

providing latitudinal, longitudinal, and temporal varia-

tions of aerosols in 1-km layers of the upper atmosphere.

Launched in October 1984 as part of the ERBS pro-

gram (McCormick 1987; Poole and McCormick 1990),

SAGE II vertically scans the limb of the atmosphere

during the spacecraft’s 15 sunrises and sunsets each day.

SAGE I and SAGE II observations showed that ozone

decreased in the upper stratosphere over the high lati-

tudes of both hemispheres (McCormick et al. 1992). In

addition, SAGE II measurements monitored the trans-

port of volcanic aerosols across the entire tropical

stratosphere and into the middle and high latitudes in

the months following the eruption of Mt. Pinatubo

(McCormick and Veiga 1992). The increased concen-

tration of aerosols resulted in a 2.58–38C warming of the

stratosphere near Mt. Pinatubo. SAGE II measure-

ments also contributed to the finding that volcanic

aerosols destroy nitrogen dioxide. Overall, the 10 years

of high-resolution water vapor measurements by SAGE

II led to better understanding of the chemistry and

motion of the stratosphere.

The SAGE III instrument, a grating spectrometer,

measures ultraviolet and visible energy with a spectral

coverage from 280 to 1040 nm and a spectral resolution

of about 1.2 nm. It also includes a channel at 1550 nm for

distinguishing between aerosols and clouds, and for

measuring larger aerosols. The SAGE III flew on Me-

teor-3M, a Russian satellite launched in 2001, and lasted

5 years. A second SAGE III instrument has been on the

International Space Station (ISS) since early 2017 and

continues the SAGE data record.

c. Limb-viewing thermal emission instruments

Limb-viewing thermal emission instruments can

measure ozone and many other traces gases at higher

vertical resolution than nadir UV instruments. The

LIMS launched on the Nimbus-7 satellite was the first

such instrument; unfortunately, it lasted only 6 months

as its detector was cooled using a solid cryogen.

A significant advancement in limb thermal emission

measurements occurred with the 1991 launch of the

UARSmission from the Space Shuttle. It was designed to

study the physical and chemical processes in the upper

atmosphere with a goal of better understanding atmo-

spheric photochemistry and transport (Reber 1993;Dessler

et al. 1998). This mission was the first satellite to collect

long-term data records of key chemical species in the

atmosphere and demonstrated the chlorofluorocarbons

in the stratosphere were human-made. Further, it es-

tablished the direct correlation between 3D distribu-

tions of observed ozone depletion and reactive chlorine.

The UARS MLS observations were critical to demon-

strating that the water vapor transport into the strato-

sphere is tied to tropospheric tropical convection and

the upper-tropospheric tropical temperature.

Mt. Pinatubo erupted in the Philippines just before

the launch of UARS, ejecting a significant amount of

sulfuric acid aerosols into the tropical stratosphere.

UARS observations were used to track the aerosol

cloud and monitor the transport of these aerosols

around the global stratosphere over the next year.

Most of the key measurements of stratospheric traces

gases started by UARS continued with the launch of an

improved MLS instrument on the Aura satellite in July

2004. MLS measures microwave thermal emission from

the limb of Earth’s atmosphere to estimate vertical

profiles of atmospheric gases, temperature, pressure,

and cloud ice. MLS measures the vertical profiles of

ozone and many chemical species that affect it. In par-

ticular, MLS

d provided the first global measurements of strato-

spheric and mesospheric OH and HO2, the key

chemicals in hydrogen chemistry that destroy ozone;
d measures chlorine monoxide (ClO), the primary form

of chlorine that destroys ozone, and hydrogen chloride

(HCl), the primary relatively inactive ‘‘reservoir’’

form of stratospheric chlorine;
d measures bromine monoxide (BrO), which is both the

primary form of bromine that destroys ozone and the

primary form of bromine in the stratosphere; and
d measures water vapor (H2O), nitric acid (HNO3), and

temperature that provide key information on polar

processes that can lead to large ozone losses in the

Antarctic.

MLS observations provide information for global air

quality research; in particular, they play a significant role

inmonitoring global transport of polluted air in the upper

troposphere. MLS measurements of the N2O and CO—

so-called ‘‘tracers’’ of pollution transport—and geo-

potential height, provide information on atmospheric

transport that helps separate the effects of atmospheric

motion from chemical destruction whilemeasurements of

volcanic SO2 help diagnose the effects of volcanoes on the

ozone layer. Cloud ice measurements, along with H2O at

lower altitudes, provide information on the processes by

which air from below enters the stratosphere.

d. Tropospheric trace gases

The first satellite instrument to measure tropospheric

ozone from space, the TOMS instrument, employed a
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cloud slicing technique (Ziemke et al. 1998). However,

the techniqueworks best in the tropics and provides only

the tropospheric column ozone (TCO). Global esti-

mates of TCO have become possible since 2005 by

combining Aura MLS stratospheric ozone and Aura

OMI total column ozone (Ziemke et al. 2006). These

measurements show small but significant increases in

TCO lower in the troposphere. The ESA’s second Eu-

ropeanRemote Sensing Satellite (ERS-2) Global Ozone

Monitoring Experiment (GOME) was launched in 1995

and measured ultraviolet and visible wavelengths over a

large spectral range (240–790 nm) and with high enough

spectral resolution (0.2–0.4 nm) to retrieve trace gases

such as NO2, formaldehyde (HCHO), ozone, and bro-

mine monoxide (BrO) in both the stratosphere and

troposphere (Burrows et al. 1999). Despite GOME’s

coarse spatial resolution (40 3 320 km2), the first global

maps captured elevated levels of NO2 over the industrial

regions of Asia, North America, and Europe, as well as

distinct ‘‘hot spots’’ near large cities, such as Los An-

geles. Though GOME data are atmospheric columns,

the tropospheric portions of the columns for some spe-

cies can be separated from the stratospheric portion,

allowing for estimates of emissions and surface con-

centrations. It is not currently feasible to infer near-

surface ozone levels from an atmospheric column;

however, GOME retrievals of NO2 and HCHO serve as

proxies for two important ingredients, NOx and volatile

organic compounds (VOCs), for surface ozone forma-

tion (e.g., Martin et al. 2004).

SinceGOME’s launch, complex changes in worldwide

biomass burning and anthropogenic pollution levels

have been documented by GOME and its similar, but

improved, successor instruments, including ESA’s

Environmental Satellite (ENVISAT) SCIAMACHY,

GOME-2, and OMI. Figure 4-8 shows the global dis-

tribution of NO2 concentration from OMI on board

NASA’s Aura satellite. Combining data from these

sensors makes it possible to estimate trends of concen-

trations and emissions of NO2, sulfur dioxide (SO2),

HCHO, and other tropospheric species from 1996 to

present.

Together, emission estimates of this suite of tropo-

spheric trace gases have been and remain critical input

to atmospheric models that simulate the historical evo-

lution of tropospheric composition, including important

trace gases like ozone and hydroxyl radical, the atmo-

sphere’s primary cleansing agent. In addition, estimates

of global pollutant trends are being used to estimate the

impacts of pollution on human health and develop pol-

lution mitigation strategies.

Launched 15 July 2004, the Aura satellite platform is

devoted to atmospheric chemistry. Aura’s four in-

struments [OMI, Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer

(TES), High Resolution Dynamics Limb Sounder

(HIRDLS), andMLS] study the atmosphere’s chemistry

and dynamics, addressing questions about ozone trends,

air quality (e.g., carbon monoxide) changes, and their

linkage to climate change. Developed by the Nether-

lands’s Agency for Aerospace Programs (NIVR) in

collaboration with the Finnish Meteorological Institute

(FMI), OMI, with its hyperspectral capabilities, con-

tinues global monitoring of total ozone trends from

satellite measurements; it also measures air quality in-

dicators such as NO2, SO2, BrO, OClO, and aerosol

characteristics. OMI can distinguish between aerosol

types, such as smoke, dust, and sulfates. The TES, a

Fourier transform spectrometer whose heritage traces

FIG. 4-8. The global distribution of NO2 in 2005 as determined from data from the Dutch–Finnish OMI on board NASA’sAura satellite.

(Image courtesy of NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.)
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back to the IRIS aboard theNimbus-4 spacecraft (Hanel

and Conrath 1969), provided simultaneous observations

of CO and tropospheric O3 vertical profiles (Beer et al.

2001). These simultaneous observations were valuable

for distinguishing between natural and anthropogenic

sources of ozone (Fishman and Seiler 1983). Similarly,

the IASI observations on MetOp-A provide concurrent

retrievals of CO, tropospheric O3, and CH4 along with

the GOME-2, which is also on board MetOp-A, which

retrieved NO2. These combined measurements are

critical for understanding the complex interplay be-

tween atmospheric dynamics and chemistry that de-

termines tropospheric ozone. The value of concurrent

measurements is enhanced through data assimilation in

air quality modeling (Pierce et al. 2003, 2007).

The NASA Terra Measurement of Pollution in the

Troposphere (MOPITT; launched in 1999) is a Cana-

dian instrument that measures infrared wavelengths and

provides CO column concentration, a species important

in tropospheric chemistry and which serves as an ex-

cellent tracer of pollution transport (Drummond and

Mand 1996). MOPITTmeasures CO in the troposphere,

with relatively coarse vertical resolution, but with good

horizontal sampling. MOPITT’s measurements led to

the discovery that wildfires in North America and Si-

beria were surprisingly strong sources of CO and altered

the carbon uptake by ecosystems (Lamarque et al. 2003;

Edwards et al. 2004). High concentrations of CO co-

incided with the location of fires and aerosol plumes

from TerraMODIS. Combined with model analysis, the

fires in summer 2004 generated ;30 Tg of CO, roughly

equivalent to the total U.S. anthropogenic CO emissions

during that time.

e. Aerosols

In the 1960s and 1970s, early weather satellites pro-

duced visible images with ‘‘anomalous gray shades’’ that

were sometimes associated with dust and anthropogenic

smoke (e.g., Fett and Isaacs 1979). This was confirmed

with observations from the AVHRR at 0.63 mm that

demonstrated the transport of dust outbreaks over the

ocean (Prospero et al. 1970). However, poor radiometric

calibration and the few spectral bands limited quanti-

tative applications of the data to aerosol research.

Analysis of aerosol retrievals from AVHRR reflectance

measurements revealed seasonal patterns of major dust,

smoke, and pollution aerosol plumes on a global scale.

Analyzing AVHRR data between July 1989 and June

1991, Husar et al. (1997) demonstrated that the winter

peak in grassland burning produces a smoke plume over

the Atlantic Ocean west of the sub-Saharan region. In

summer, dust from North Africa and smoke from cen-

tral Africa produce plumes over the adjacent water,

while dust from the Middle East engulfs the Arabian

Sea. In addition, pollution sources off the East Coast of

the United States are more prominent in summer than

other times of the year. MODIS observations made it

possible to improve on these aerosol optical depth

(AOD) retrievals from imagers with its high radiometric

calibration accuracy and stability (Hsu et al. 2012).

The MODIS aerosol products consist of dark target

(Kaufman et al. 1997; Remer et al. 2008; Levy et al.

2013) and deep blue (Hsu et al. 2013; Sayer et al. 2014)

algorithms. Collectively, these products monitor aerosol

optical thickness over the oceans and continents.

MODIS aerosol data have been compared with mea-

surements made at Earth’s surface and have been shown

to be suitable for monitoring air quality events over lo-

cal, regional, and global scales (Chu et al. 2003; Wang

and Christopher 2003; Engel-Cox et al. 2004). Zhao

et al. (2017) used observations from MODIS and MISR

to investigate decadal-scale trends in aerosol loading

and properties during 2001–15 over three populous re-

gions: the eastern United States, western Europe, and

eastern and central China. In all of these regions, the

magnitude of AOD trends is much larger in summer

than that in winter. The study explored the relationship

of AOD trends to air pollutant emission changes. An-

nual mean AOD values decreased along with emission

reductions in all major pollutants, except for mineral

dust and NH3. In the eastern and central China region,

AOD increases before 2006 coincided with emission

increases induced by rapid economic development, and

decreases after 2011 were in association with the effec-

tive emission reduction in primary aerosols, SO2, and

NOx.

Satellite observations of column aerosol burdens are

commonly used in air quality forecasting (Al-Saadi et al.

2005), despite the fact that air quality forecasts are

concerned with concentrations at ‘‘nose level.’’ Aerosol

profiles from CALIPSO better characterize their

transport paths with height, which aids the evaluation of

model simulations (e.g., Eguchi et al. 2009). The aerosol

vertical profiling from CALIOP has advanced our un-

derstanding of the global 3D distribution of aerosols

(Winker et al. 2013). Vertical distributions of aerosol

vary with season in conjunction with seasonal variations

in source strengths and transport mechanisms. With its

profiling capability and ability to distinguish between

depolarizing dust and nondepolarizing smoke and ma-

rine aerosols, CALIOP also provides insights into the

intercontinental transport of dust and smoke. Recent

aerosol emission and transport studies with CALIOP

include convective transport (Chakraborty et al. 2015),

trans-Atlantic dust transport from North Africa (Yu

et al. 2015), Asian dust transport (Huang et al. 2008;
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Yumimoto and Takemura 2015), and anthropogenic

dust discrimination (Huang et al. 2015). CALIOP pro-

vides an accurate measurement of volcanic aerosol ver-

tical distribution over the globe (e.g., Vernier et al. 2011).

Detection and impact studies of aerosols that lie

above clouds have similarly relied on CALIPSO’s

strengths. Chand et al. (2009) have used CALIOP ob-

servations to estimate the radiative effects of smoke

located above low clouds; their research indicated that

the warming effect of the smoke is coupled to the un-

derlying cloud properties, complementing A-Train

passive-only approaches (Waquet et al. 2013; Jethva

et al. 2013; Meyer et al. 2015). More recently, the ISS

Cloud-Aerosol Transport System (CATS) backscatter

lidar, with its sensitivity, was able to better resolve the

aerosol structure overlying stratocumulus clouds in the

southeast Atlantic (Rajapakshe et al. 2017).

6. Societal benefits

Satellite measurements are essential to weather re-

search and establishing skill in operational environ-

mental forecasts. The skill of numerical weather

prediction models is sensitive to the accuracy and dis-

tribution of the observations used to initialize them.

Filling the large gaps in conventional weather observa-

tion systems, satellite observations improve weather

forecasts to the benefit of society. Satellite observations

have been demonstrating their value ever since the

launch of the world’s first satellite sounding instrument

SIRS-A in April 1969. Since then, significant improve-

ments in forecast accuracy have been realized, in part

because of this bird’s eye view of our planet. Multi-

spectral imagery, especially in time sequence, is critical

for the world’s national weather services to improve

their situational awareness, particularly when faced with

impending severe weather.

For example, GPM data provide critical information

to end-users that helps to improve their understanding

of Earth’s water cycle and facilitates decision-making

(Kirschbaum et al. 2017). Listed below are just a few

examples of the application of GPM:

d GPM data are being integrated into the multiagency,

multinational Famine EarlyWarning SystemNetwork

(FEWS NET; https://www.fews.net/).
d GPM has been important in contributing to food–

water–energy dialogues (Shepherd et al. 2016).
d The Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Automated

Tropical Cyclone Forecasting System (https://www.

nrlmry.navy.mil/TC.html) integrates GMI data at

time scales of less than 1 h into their system to improve

tropical cyclone location fixes.

d The Air Force Weather Agency (557th Weather

Wing) incorporates GMI data into their WRF Model,

delivering operational worldwide weather products to

the Army and Air Force, unified commands, national

programs, and the National Command Authorities.
d Extreme precipitation leading to flood or landslide

events, and the characterization of potential hazards,

are a source of several GPM investigations: an NRT

Global Flood Monitoring System (Wu et al. 2014), a

regional and global Landslide Hazard Assessment

model to provide estimates of potential landslide

activity around the world in NRT (Stanley and

Kirschbaum 2017), and the Global Fire Weather

Database (GFWED), which integrates different

weather factors influencing the likelihood of the

initiation and spreading of vegetation fires (Field

et al. 2015). Short-term forecasts of soil moisture are

available from the NASA Land Information System to

better understand the land–atmosphere interactions on

scales of days to years (Kumar et al. 2006).
d The IMERG NRT data have also been used to track

environmental conditions on the ground in order to

predict and validate the risk of cholera infection

(Khan et al. 2017) and to characterize mosquito-

breeding habitats in an effort to identify areas with

higher disease risk (Pan et al. 2014).

Aviation is another major area in which satellites

provide benefits to society, whether in terms of effi-

ciencies or, more importantly, safety (Mecikalski et al.

2007). Wind forecasts help with saving fuel while iden-

tifying fog and turbulence helps to protect lives and

aircraft. Smith et al. (2012) and Yost et al. (2018) detail

the use of near-real-time cloud property analyses to

provide nowcasts of airframe and engine icing, re-

spectively. During the day visible images can be used to

identify fog. The ‘‘fog’’ image is generated from the

temperature difference between the 3.7-mm images and

the 11-mm infrared images. The temperature difference

depends primarily on emissivity differences caused by

different physical characteristics of the radiating surfaces.

Volcanic ash advisories are another example where

satellite observations support the needs of airlines and

society. Volcanic eruptions can eject ash to altitudes

where commercial aircraft fly. Spectral differences be-

tween different IR channels are used to identify the

plume (e.g., Pavolonis et al. 2013). Such an algorithm

was applied to the EUMETSAT Spinning Enhanced

Visible and Infrared Imager (SEVIRI) in geostationary

orbit to detect and track the volcanic ash plume from the

Eyjafjallajökull eruption in 2010. In formation on the

location of the ash cloud was used by, among others,

the London Volcanic Ash Advisory Center (VAAC).
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Rerouting, delays, and canceled flights can be frustrating

but necessary for passenger safety.

Then there are timely forecasts of cold air aloft

(,2658C) that can help pilots redirect flight paths to save

aircraft fuel from freezing. Ice crystals that form when

upper-air temperature falls below 2658C are known to

have caused aircraft accidents in the past. Forecasters in

Alaska use NUCAPS temperature retrievals operation-

ally to issue Meteorological Impact Statements (MISs),

which equip the aviation community with the information

they need to maintain safety and efficiency.

7. Paradigm changes

a. Constellations coincident in space and time

Coordinating diverse observations on temporal and

spatial scales has increasingly become a priority. As the

science evolves from specialized disciplines to broader

interdisciplinary questions, linking physical, chemical,

and dynamic processes across a range of scales be-

comes critical. Practically speaking, such scientific re-

quirements mean that a single satellite will be unable to

provide the required suite of instrumentation necessary

to observe all the relevant geophysical variables. Un-

fortunately, large multi-instrumented and multipurpose

satellites can lead to cost and schedule difficulties. A

popular alternative is to fly a set of smaller satellites,

each with its own suite of observations, as part of a

synergistic orbital constellation.

NASA, along with several international partners,

pioneered modern Earth science constellation flying

with the International Afternoon Constellation (or

A-Train), so named because the constellation of satel-

lites was placed into a sun-synchronous polar orbit,

crossing the equator in an ascending (northbound) orbit

at about 1330 local time (Stephens et al. 2002; L’Ecuyer

and Jiang 2010).

The first two A-Train satellites were the flagship-class

NASA EOS Aqua (2002) and Aura (2004) platforms,

both consisting of multiple instruments primarily to

study the water–energy cycle and atmospheric chemis-

try, respectively, in addition to other Earth system sci-

ence. Aqua flew international instrument contributions

from Japan (JAXA) and Brazil [Instituto Nacional de

Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE)] while Aura flew a con-

tributed instrument from the Netherlands. The French

Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales (CNES) Polariza-

tion and Anisotropy of Reflectances for Atmospheric

Sciences Coupled with Observations from a Lidar

(PARASOL) mission joined the A-Train in 2004, flying

an imaging polarimeter to study aerosols and clouds.

The constellation reached a mature capability with the

2006 co-manifest launch of the NASA Earth System

Science Pathfinder (ESSP) program’s CloudSat (cloud

radar) and NASA–CNES CALIPSO (aerosol–cloud li-

dar and infrared imager) missions. Later additions were

JAXA’s Global Change Observation Mission–Water

(GCOM-W1; 2012), flying an improved version of the

AMSR-E microwave imager on Aqua, and NASA’s

Orbiting Carbon Observatory 2 (OCO-2), with spec-

trometers for column CO2 retrievals. To date, all satel-

lites remain in the A-Train with the exception of

PARASOL, which lowered its orbit out of the constel-

lation in 2009. The main focus of A-Train synergy was to

better understand global 3D cloud and aerosol distri-

butions and other process-related properties, and their

influence on the water/energy and budget (e.g.,

L’Ecuyer et al. 2008). Further details onA-Train sensors

and example science are found in the previous sections.

The A-Train satellites fly within minutes, or less, of

each other (Fig. 4-9), which minimizes significant

changes in the instruments’ observing conditions.

However, precise flight coordination is not required.

NASA-managed A-Train coordination is implemented

by assigning spatial ‘‘control boxes’’ for each satellite’s

operations, with bounds that typically represent less

than a minute of flight time. Within the control box,

satellites are free tomaneuver as needed.OnlyCloudSat

and CALIPSO maneuvers are closely coordinated to

ensure coincident active sensor ground tracks. We note

the distinction between constellation flying and forma-

tion flying, where the latter requires precise inter-

spacecraft spacing and coordinated maneuvers [e.g.,

NASA’s two Gravity Recovery and Climate Experi-

ment (GRACE) spacecraft].

A recent development is the use of low-cost SmallSat

solutions for Earth observations (see section 7b). The

NASA CYGNSS mission, launched in 2016 as the first

Earth Venture Mission, is an example of a SmallSat

constellation. CYGNSS consists of eight microsatellites

(;60-cm maximum dimension) flying in close proximity

to one another, using ocean-reflected GPS signals to

infer ocean surface wind speed in all precipitating

conditions, including tropical cyclones. CYGNSS lever-

ages a long heritage of ocean scatterometry, including

QuikSCAT (1999) and ISS-RapidScat (2014). Collec-

tively, the eight-satellite constellation provides 32 si-

multaneous wind measurements per second.

b. Noncoincident constellations

In a broader context, constellation flying also can be

used to describe the nontemporal synergy of observa-

tions. A distributed satellite system can be particularly

useful for precipitation research due to the sampling

challenges inherent in capturing useful precipitation
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statistics on a global scale. As detailed elsewhere in the

chapter, the international GPM mission consists of data

provided by the NASA Core Observatory (JAXA Ka-

and Ku-band precipitation radar, NASA microwave

conical scanning radiometer) along with a constellation

of 10 (as of 2017) domestic and international partner

sensors (Huffman et al. 2017). Together these partners

achieve global passive microwave coverage (conical or

cross-track scanning) with high sampling frequency.

Another example of a distributed constellation is the

long-standing international coordination effort for me-

teorological and space weather satellite observations.

This includes operational sun-synchronous polar satel-

lites (including SNPP as well as the new JPSS series,

DMSP, MetOp, Meteor, and FY providing coordinated

morning or afternoon coverage) and geosynchro-

nous satellites [currently GOES; Meteosat; Himawari;

Communications, Ocean, and Meteorological Satellite

(COMS); Indian National Satellite System (INSAT);

and FY), as well as other spaceborne assets. Technical

progress is often coordinated using common sensors.

For example, the latest generation of geosynchronous

satellites now fly the ABI on GOES-16, GOES-17, and

future GOES-R series satellites, the similar AHI on

Himawari-8, and the Advanced Meteorological Imager

(AMI) on the Geostationary–Korea Multi-Purpose

Satellite-2A (GEO-KOMPSAT-2A; launched on

4 December 2018).

The atmospheric chemistry and air quality commu-

nities also benefit from coordinated geosynchronous

observations. The NASA Tropospheric Emissions: Moni-

toring Pollution (TEMPO) instrument, Korea Aerospace

Research Institute (KARI) Geostationary Environment

Monitoring Spectrometer (GEMS) instrument on GEO-

KOMPSAT-2B, and the ESA’s Sentinel-4 mission will

inaugurate a global geosynchronous constellation for

studying aerosols and trace gas emissions and processes.

The three international contributionswill uniquely support

studies of air quality and large-scale transport between

Asia, North America, and Europe. TEMPO, NASA’s in-

augural Earth Venture Instrument, carries an imaging

UV–visible spectrometer providing hourly North Ameri-

can coverage that will fly on a commercial satellite (2020/

21 timeframe); the TEMPO instrument is being developed

in tandem with GEMS. The European Copernicus Pro-

gramme’s Sentinel-4 flies a similarly capable imager on the

Meteosat Third Generation Sounder (MTG-S) platforms

(starting in 2023) providing coverage over Europe and

North Africa. All of the constellation imagers have a

nominal spatial resolution of ;8 km and temporal reso-

lution of 1 h.

Distributed constellations of SmallSats are also be-

ing developed. Funded through the NASA Earth Sci-

ence Division Earth Venture Instrument element, the

Time-Resolved Observations of Precipitation Structure

and Storm Intensity with a Constellation of SmallSats

(TROPICS) mission comprises twelve 3U CubeSats

(discussed below) flying scanning microwave radiom-

eters in three low-Earth orbital planes. TROPICS is

planned for launch by 2021.

FIG. 4-9. Nominal mean temporal spacing between international afternoon constellation

satellites as of 2017. Individual sensor observation geometries are shown by semitransparent

colors assigned to different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum. While the PARASOL

satellite is shown for historical completeness, the platform exited the constellation in 2009

(image courtesy of https://atrain.nasa.gov/images.php).
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As we look ahead to new Earth science missions,

constellation flying needs to be an inherent part of future

research programs, and should necessarily include the

broader domestic and international partner community.

The value of constellation flying not only is in reducing

cost and schedule pressures in increasingly budget-

constrained environments, but also to allow for the

technology and science to evolve dynamically as new

sensors are launched into the constellation.

c. Platform innovations

Technological advances are enabling meaningful Earth

science to be accomplished on SmallSats, platforms usu-

ally considered having a mass less than several hundred

kilograms. Subcategories include microsatellites (10–

100 kg) and nanosatellites (1–10 kg). With rapidly im-

proving capabilities and reliability, these small platforms

are low-cost alternatives to existing measurement needs,

and they offer novel observing techniques not possible

with traditional satellite buses and their associated costs

(e.g., the CYGNSS 8-microsatellite and TROPICS 12-

CubeSat constellations discussed above).

CubeSats began as academic and technology demon-

stration platforms, starting with the CubeSat Project

(1999) standardization effort led by Robert Twiggs

(Stanford University) with refinement from Jordi

Puig-Suari (California Polytechnic State University),

leveraging a deployment method first developed by

Aerospace Corporation (NASEM 2016). This nano-

satellite single unit (1U) standard is defined as a volume

10 cm 3 10 cm 3 10 cm, with a mass less than 1.33 kg,

that can be stacked in multiple combinations (2U, 3U,

6U, 12U). The satellites are typically placed into orbit as

secondary payloads or, more recently, carried to the ISS

and launched with dedicated CubeSat deployment

devices.

CubeSats have received attention in recent years for

their science and operational potential. The science

value of CubeSats was reviewed in the U.S. National

Academy of Sciences 2016 report on CubeSats (NASEM

2016), where it was recommended that federal agencies

and foundations [NASA and the National Science

Foundation (NSF), in particular] should ‘‘consider

conducting a review and developing a plan to address

CubeSat-related policies to maximize the potential of

CubeSats as a science tool.’’ In particular, the NASEM

report noted that Earth-observing LEO CubeSat con-

stellations could provide global diurnal observations that

are not possible with sun-synchronous observations.

According to the NASEM report, 425 CubeSats had

been launched through 2015; between 2013 and 2015,

about 55%, 21%, and 24% of CubeSats were from

commercial, university, and government providers,

respectively, though commercial providers (e.g., for

Earth imaging) were growing substantially faster than

the others. NASA and NSF had launched 19 CubeSats

with science objectives as of the report’s publication [see

Table 1.3 in NASEM (2016) for a summary of recent

NASA- and NSF-funded CubeSat projects].

Several CubeSat technology demonstration programs

are active at NASA. The Science Mission Directorate’s

(SMD) Advanced Technology Initiatives Program

(ATIP) and Earth Science Technology Office (ESTO)

In-Space Validation of Earth Science Technologies

(InVEST) program have funded a number of CubeSat

missions. Between 2016 and 2017, this included the

launch of Radiometer Assessment Using Vertically

Aligned Nanotubes (RAVAN), IceCube (carrying an

883-GHz radiometer for ice cloud studies), and Micro-

wave Radiometer Technology Acceleration (MiRaTA)

mission. RainCube, an InVEST program launched in

May 2018, will measure precipitation, will be the first

active-remote sensing radar on a CubeSat platform (Ka

band). The Temporal Experiment for Storms and

Tropical Systems Technology Demonstration (TEM-

PEST-D) technology demonstration of a millimeter-

wave radiometer (90–183 GHz) is part of the Earth

Venture Technology initiative. Nominally scheduled for

launch in 2018, the Hyper-Angular Rainbow Polarime-

ter (HARP) is a hyperangular imaging polarimeter

viewing at multiple angles, four wavelengths, and three

polarization angles designed for aerosol and cloud

studies.

Other related NASA efforts include the Goddard

Space Flight Center Dellingr technology demonstra-

tion project. Dellingr is a 6U CubeSat that was deployed

from ISSon20November 2017, carrying three heliophysics-

related instruments as well as new technology compo-

nents and subsystems.More broadly, the NASACubeSat

Launch Initiative (CSLI) was begun by the NASA

Launch Services Program to provide launch access for

CubeSats built (and funded) by education and nonprofit

organizations, as well as NASA centers. Through CSLI,

the Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa)

project has, to date, provided access to space to

58 CubeSats competitively selected and flown on 16

ELaNa Missions since 2011; 50 more are manifest for

flight as of this writing.

This increased activity in CubeSat missions goes

against the historic trend of increasing instrument data

rate, mass, and power requirements (Table 4-1). The

data rate, mass, and power have generally increased by

an order of magnitude between early generation im-

agers/sounders and recent versions. Active sensors are

in the high end of the mass/power range. Data volumes

are growing rapidly as research programs combine data
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from different instruments with ancillary data and out-

put from numerical models. The amount of data in-

volved in research is growing at an unprecedented rate.

This requires improved research computing and cyber-

infrastructure. Large satellite datasets increase the need

for good metadata and large data repositories. The

ability to execute complex algorithms will pose chal-

lenges. Scientific analysis applied across these large

quantities of data in reasonable amounts of time will

lead to new applications of data analytic tools.

At the other extreme from SmallSats, the In-

ternational Space Station provides several external fa-

cilities for mounting remote sensing instruments. With a

528 inclination (;400-km altitude, 90-min orbit), the ISS

does not provide global coverage but does allow for

diurnal observations, a sampling capability not other-

wise available from sun-synchronous platforms. With its

precessing orbit, the ISS flies over locations on the

Earth between approximately 528N and 528S latitudes,

yielding similar solar illumination for 3–4 days every

90 days. This orbit allows for improved spatial resolution

and variable solar conditions compared to the sun-

synchronous orbits. The ISS is a unique platform as it

carries a human crew, who can collect data while on the

spacecraft and can swap out instruments or sensor sys-

tems when needed. Earth science instruments deployed

on the ISS in 2017 include SAGE III, LIS, Cloud-

Aerosol Transport System (CATS), and Total and

Spectral Solar Irradiance Sensor (TSIS-1). The ISS is

becoming an increasingly popular deployment site, es-

pecially for Earth Venture [Global Ecosystem Dynam-

ics Investigation (GEDI), ECOsystem Spaceborne

Thermal Radiometer Experiment on Space Station

(ECOSTRESS)] and continuity-based (SAGE-III, LIS,

TSIS-1, OCO-3) observations.

Decades earlier, the Space Shuttle provided similar

flight opportunities. Notable examples include the series

of Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Sci-

ence (ATLAS) missions flown 1992, 1993, and 1994

(Kaye and Miller 1996) and Lidar In-Space Technology

Experiment (LITE) flown in 1994 (McCormick 1993;

Winker et al. 1996). ATLAS included instruments for

measuring total and spectral solar irradiance as well as

middle- and upper-atmospheric chemistry. Correlative

measurement opportunities included the UARS (Reber

1993; Dessler et al. 1998) that launched in 1991 and

carried versions of ATLAS’s Active Cavity Radiom-

eter Irradiance Monitor (ACRIM; total) and Solar

Ultraviolet Spectral IrradianceMonitor (SUSIM; spec-

tral) solar irradiance instruments. LITE was a three-

wavelength (355, 532, 1064 nm) cloud and aerosol

backscatter lidar that flew in the Space Shuttle. With its

53 h of data collection, LITE was the first such lidar in

space, validating lidar technologies and science capa-

bilities that were a pathfinder for the CALIOP lidar on

CALIPSO.

8. Summary

The view from space uniquely enables the monitoring

and study of atmospheric conditions and processes.

Satellite remote sensing has undergone such rapid

progress since the first Earth observation platform was

launched in 1958 that this chapter can only provide a

brief overview of the great variety of sensors, platforms,

and orbits that have been used to provide atmospheric

observations over a wide range of temporal and spatial

scales. As mentioned in the introduction, the scope of

this overview was necessarily limited primarily to U.S.

satellite observational efforts.

TABLE 4-1. Examples of the data rate, mass, and power of early era and recent satellite instruments (from www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/

instruments) along with two small satellites (Ruf et al. 2018).

Instrument Data rate (Mbps) Mass (kg) Power (W)

Imagers

AVHRR (original) 0.621 33 27

MODIS 10.6 (peak daytime) 228 162

Sounders

HIRS (original) 0.011 14 10

HIRS/4 0.003 35 24

AIRS 1.27 156 220

CrIS 1.5 165 123

Active sensors

CALIOP (CALIPSO) 0.332 156 124

CPR (CloudSat) 0.015 230 270

Small satellites

CYGNSS (single microsatellite) 4 25 38

IceCube (1.3 U CubeSat) 0.001 1.0 5.6
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Satellite observations are the critical backbone of

an increasingly interdependent and international

Earth observing system that advances our under-

standing of Earth system science and thereby im-

proves prediction of weather, climate, and natural

hazards. One of the most important means for con-

tinuing progress is an ongoing fleet of spacecraft

dedicated to the task of watching our skies. However,

an ongoing challenge in Earth science is the need to

balance sustained multidecadal continuity measure-

ments, required to monitor climate change and eval-

uate climate models, against the desire for novel

measurement approaches that will provide new in-

sight into Earth system science processes (NASEM

2015). In particular, interagency funding and mecha-

nisms to enable sustained measurements have been

problematic; NASEM (2018) contains a good discus-

sion of the strategic difficulties in planning and im-

plementing continuity in the United States. As noted

with the ISS examples above, new platform capabil-

ities can play a cost-effective role in obtaining some

aspects of continuity measurements.

As important as continuity is new programs that le-

verage new technologies to observe Earth. Passive

sensors retrieve winds by feature tracking in time se-

quences of images and are widely used in weather

forecasting. The future will see Doppler wind lidars

from spaceborne platforms that will track motions in-

dicated by molecular and aerosol backscatter and

measure the vertical profile of the horizontal wind

vector. For example, ESA’s new Aeolus mission,

launched on 22 August 2018, carries a laser Doppler

instrument to measure line-of-sight winds (Reitebuch

2012.) Future lidar missions will likely include High

Spectral Resolution Lidar (HSRL) techniques (e.g.,

Grund and Eloranta 1991), which independently re-

trieve aerosol or cloud extinction and backscatter

without a priori assumptions on lidar ratio or aerosol

type. Satelliteborne radar systems are producing esti-

mates of precipitation (e.g., TRMM and GPM) and

cloud vertical structure (e.g., CloudSat) and will con-

tinue to be a part of future satellite observations of

Earth. Radar technologies relevant to spaceborne

cloud and precipitation measurements radars have

advanced significantly. Precipitation processes funda-

mentally couple vertical velocities to hydrometeor

production and multifrequency (e.g., Ku/Ka/W band)

Doppler radar observations together with passive ra-

diometer measurements and cloud-resolving models

will yield process-oriented measurements to study

cloud and precipitation processes that should lead to

improved weather forecasting and climate prediction.

Many of these technologies are part of the Earth

Clouds, Aerosol and Radiation Explorer (EarthCARE)

satellite. This is a joint mission by the ESA and JAXA

scheduled for launch in 2021 (Illingworth et al. 2015).

The mission will retrieve global profiles of cloud, aero-

sol, and precipitation properties using observations

from a cloud profiling radar with Doppler capability,

high-spectral-resolution lidar, and multispectral imager.

Observations from today’s satellites (Fig. 4-10)

achieve Dr. Wexler’s vision that satellite observations

can inspire and provide observations that advance at-

mospheric research. Planning for missions that effec-

tively and efficiently provide the measurements needed

for future research is critical. Continuing a fleet of

spacecraft dedicated to the task of watching our skies

remains one of the most important means of studying,

and understanding, our planet’s atmosphere.
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FIG. 4-10. A composite color full-disk visible image at 1307

EDT 15 Jan 2017 created from spectral measurements from the

GOES-16 ABI instrument (data source: https://www.nesdis.noaa.

gov/sites/default/files/assets/images/abi_full_disk_jan_15_2017_

high_res.jpg).
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